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Rezoning Session Conducted

Senate Okays

March Public Hearings
Mal With 12th Street
By LOWELL ATCHLEY
Staff Reporter
Two public hearings are set back-toback this month on projects, that if
eventually approved, could mean
radical alterations in the look of one of
12th
the busiest streets in Murray
Street.
One hearing, March 21, will deal with
a proposal to change assorted
residential zoning classifications on the
street to a business classification(B-4).
- This hearing will mark the third
dealing with the same street in recent
months.

Another, the following day,deals with
a Kentucky Department of Transportation proposal to make the street
four lanes through the city. Money is
already earmarked for that project.
Both hearings are expected to attract
considerable attendance when they're
•- _
conducted-. - •
Murray Planning Commission, which
instituted the 12th Street rezoning
proposal, had what commissioners
labeled as "an informal work session"
Tuesday evening, to deal with the
March 21 hearing.
Among other things, the corn-

TWELFTH STREET MEETING — Members of Murray Planning Commission
listen as Murray City Planner Steve Zea (second from right) explains some
maps related to a 12th Street rezoning proposal. Pictured (from left) are H.
T. Waldrop, W. A. Franklin, commission chairman, Charlie Adams, Zea and
Judy Mastera. The 12th Street rezoning hearing is March 21. Commission
.members had an informal work session related to the upcoming hearing
Tuesday evening

Kirksey Woman Dies
In Tennessee Mishap
_ A Kirksey woman, Mrs. Claude
Brooks) Lawrence, was killed this
morning
headon collision In----- _
Haywood County, Tenn.
According to the Tennessee State
Trooper Ronnie White who investigated
the accident, Mrs. Lawrence was a
passenger in an auto driven by Rex G.
Harris, 43, of Memphis, Mrs.
Lawrence's son-in-law.
Harris was reported in critical
condition at Methodist Central hospital
in Memphis.
Tooper White said that the accident
occurred on U. S. 70 about one-mile east
of Stanton, Tenn., when the car driven
by Harris apparently crossed the
center line hitting a tractor-trailer rig
head on. The tractor-trailer operator
was reported to be uninjured.
Funeral services for Mrs. Lawrence

are scheduled for 11 a.m. Thursday in
the chapel of J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home. Burial will follow in the Tucker
Cemetery.
Mrs. Lawrence is survived by two
daughters, Mrs. Rex Joan ) Harris of
Memphis and Mrs. Pat (Leona)
Murdock of Morristown,Tenn.; and one
step son, Harold Lawrence of Kirksey.
Also surviving are two sisters, Mrs.
Alice Rothroch of Paducah and Mrs.
Reubene Robertson of Kirksey; and
three brothers, Virdon Tucker of
Kirksey, Eldon Tucker of Marion, and
Howell Tucker of Benton. Several
grandchildren also survive.
Mrs. Lawrence was a member of the
Kirksey Church of Christ.
Friends may call at the J. H. Churchill Funeral Home after 8 p.m. today.
Wednesday).
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East, Southwest and North elementary schools all went
home with trophies in the Calloway County Junior High
Basketball Tourney finals Tuesday. Read details of the
games in today's sports section. Page 6.

storm watch

today's index

Winter storm watch Thursday.
Partial clearing today. Highs in
the mid 305 to around 40.
Increasing cloudiness with a
chance of light snow toward
Thursday morning Lows tonight
in the mid ancl upper 2,0s. Snow
Thursday, possibly becoming
mixed with rain or sleet. Highs in
the low to mid 30s. Precipitation
chances 30 percent tonight and 70
percent Thursday.
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mivioners agreed to go with the same
lots lumped into the first public
hearings. Commissioners also talked
about reasons for having the hearing in
the first place.
H. T. Waldrop,a long time member of
the commission, cited the continuity in
zoning the. conversion-to 13-4 would
accomplish.
W. A. Franklin, chairman of the
commission, cited what he called
deterioration of some homes on the
street, the growth of rental property,
and abandonment of some homes on the
street.
The rezoning proposal calls for
rezoning lets on the street from
Chestnut to Sycamore. Businesses do
exist on the street on three blocks.
Commissioners-have also taken extra
_precautiens to insure this hearing
.VoMes off without a hitch. "At our first
hearing it was pointed out that some of
the adjacent property owners weren't
notified of the public hearing,"
Franklin said. And in the second
hearing, persons objecting to the
proposal said all property owners
weren't notified by certified mail,
Franklin told commissioners.
Murray City Planner Steve Zea has
mailed some 200 restricted delivery
letters for the March 21 hearing..
The March 21 hearing will Innte many
of the appearances of a trial, a change
from the way titist iniblic hearing
was conducted last year. Testimony
will be taped, according to Zea.
"There is'a possibility we will be
challenged in court. . . if someone feels
something isn't done to the letter of the
law, we can be challenged," Franklin
Both Zea and Franklin conceded-that
a four-laned highway zoned forbusiness defeats the purpose of four
laning, in other wotts, to improve the
flow of traffic.
A B-4 . zone (limited business)
provides for limited retail business,
service and basiness and professional
offices. According to the ordinance
creating the zone, "standards of
-development in the,.B-4 , zone are intended to protect adjacent residential
zones, promote orderly development
and avoid traffic congestion within
surrounding neighborhoods."
The zone classification has restrictions on sign size, sidewalks, and
requires that businesses locating in it
put up screens if located next to a
residential lot. "The zone was
developed purposefully for 12th but has
uses in other areas of town," Franklin
said.
The hearing March 21 will be the start
of a number of steps that could lead to a
See 12TH STREET,
Page 16, Column 5

$9,800 Donated
To Stubblefield
MSU Scholarship
Mancil J. Vinson, director of Alumni
Affairs at Murray State University, has
announced that the contributions to the
Frank Albert Stubblefield Scholarship
have reached 69,800.
"We are confident that the goal of
$10,000 will be exceeded within a short
time," Vinson said.
The la,te Congressman Frank Albert
Stubblefield served 16 years cis U.S.
Representive in Congress from the
First Congressional Dirstict. He died
October 14, 1977, atfer a lengthy illness.
At the time of his death he was a
member of the Murray State Board of
Regents.
Speaking for the university, the
Stubblefield family and the scholarship
commettee, Vinson said, "We are indeed grateful to the 220 contributors to
this fund. The Iselection graduating
seniors from high school in the First
District will profit significantly through
these annual awards."
Homes Ellis, for many years Mayor
of Murray and a life-long friend of the
Congressman Stubblefield, is general
chairman of the "Friends of Stubblefield" committee has initiated the
memorial project.
Alumni director Vinson has sent'
scholarship application forms aryl
guidlines to high schools in the chrtrict
He has advised applicants and high
school counselors to forward these
completed applications to the office of
Alumni Affiairs at -Murray State not
later than March 15.
The names of all contributors Will be
preserved and displayed in the Altunini
Office as Donors to this pertietual
Memorial Scholarship in honor and
memory of the Hon. Frank Albert
Stubblefield.

CarrollMeasure
On Energy
FRANKFORT, Ky., {AP) -7- A
measure to put the governor's prOPosed
energy cost assistance program into
effect for thtpoor and elderly has been
approved by a Kentucky Senate committee.
0111601111111011111110101M4tiaillikill.

frankfort
roundup
1111111111111111111111111111111111116011111111111111/111141111011111111111111

The measure -carries an appropriation of 610 million over the next
two years that would be paid to eligible
Kentuckians for winter utility bills for
four months of each year.
The Public Utilities and Transportation Committee postponed a vote
on the measure last week after senators
complained that the.original bill from
the governor's office was, as chairman
William Quinlan, D-Louisville put it, a
'do-good memo to the Department for
Human Resources."

IMES SPONSORS MOTOR VEHICLE TITLE BILL — Rep. Kenneth Imes, DMurray,(seated)is one of the primary sponsors of House Bill 390 which
would create a uniform motor vehicklitle law for Kentucky. Itep. Imes,
who has sponsored the bill with Rep..Lowe Guenthner, R-Northrield, explained that the title law would prove ownership and help reduce auto
theft in the state. With Imes at his desk on the House floor is House
Speaker William Kenton of Lexington. Imes is chairman of the House committee on State Government and also serves on the House committee on
Ubor and Industry. House Bill 390 is assigned to tfie House committee on
Public Utilities and Transportation.

Briefings Set OnUMW
Contract;Vote Is Next
By The Associated Press
Briefings were being set up today by
Kentucky United Mine Workers officials for UMW locals on the proposed
coal strike settlement. •
The officials, including J.B. Trout,
UMW International executive bbard
member for the Pikeville-based
District 30, returned from Washington
yesterday to begin the briefings.
Results of the ratification vote on the
proposed nationwide contract should be
known by Monday, Trout said.
Gov. Julian Carroll has said he will
try to persuade miners to ratify the
contract, and Trout said he believes
District 30 miners may vote in favor of
It.
•
Carroll said if the contract is voted
energy
mandatory
down, there will be
curtailments in Kentucky. though one
utility in the state his said it does not
want to impose curtailments, and
another said Tuesday its coal stockpiles
had increased for the second straight
day.
Meanwhile, though the coalf elds
have been relatively calm as the coal
talks neared a conclusion, state police

continued to investigate reports of
vandalism to Chessie System railroad
'tracks in eastern Kentucky.
Trout said District 30 officials were to
brief representatives of the district's
locals today at the Pike County Courthouse in-Piktfrille.
Each local sent two or three
representatives, he said. "Then they go
back and call a local union meeting and
brief their local union.
"They will hand out contract books to
all present, and then wait a 48-hour
period, and then set a meeting to have a
vote," he said.
Trout said the local officials probably
will begin briefing their members
Thursday, and voting probably will
begin Saturday. "I'd say the results will
be known by Monday," he said.
Trout would not predict which way
District 30 would vote, but added,
"Definately it does have a chance of
ratification because by the time these
people get through voting they are
going to be losing about 90 days of
work."
Trout noted that several miners have
spoken out against the contract.

The re-drafted legislation approved
by the committee Tuesday authorizes
regulations on the payments and includes an accountability clause so lawmakers can keep track of how the
money is spent.
The full Senate Tuesday aspproved a
bill to set up a new tourism departmenty,
despite charges that the new agency '
would be an addition to Commerce
Commissioner Terry McBrayer's
fiefdom as Gov. Julian Carroll's chosen
successor.
"What weve done is to create an
organization ie state government paid
for by taxpayers' money that will have
every opportunity to further the
political campaign of the commissioner
of commerce" said Sen. Doug Moseley,
R-Columbia.
McBrayer, however, said the new
agency was recommended by, the
Governor's Economic Development
Commission and definately will be
beneficial to Kentucky.
The House, meantime, embroiled
itself in parliamentary finagling on a
bill to add another district judge for
Knox and Laird counties:
Numerous floor amendments were
filed to the bill to add judges to other
parts of the state but House Speaker
William Kenton, D-Lexington, sparked
the debate when he ruled the riders out
of order.
Some lawmakers criticized Kent's
ruling. Kenton said the amendments
did not follow the constitutional
procedure for adding more judges
because the need was not certified by
the state Supreme Court.
After two amendments were
defeated, the House agreed to cut off
debate on the other ones am', approved
the bill for Knox and Laurel 83-10.
Two legislators were joined by
Attorney General Robert Stephens for a
news conference in the Supreme Courtchambers Tuesday pushing a proposed
new automobile title law.
"Approximately 3,000 vehicles a year
are disappearing from Kentucky's
highways," Stephens said.

Vaudeville
Comes
To Murray
By Donna Simmons
Vaudeville lives in Murray-or at
least, it will this weekend when the
Murray-Calloway County Community
Theatre presents "You Ain't Seen
Nothin' Yet:" The comedy revue
features a cast of ten whose antics
would make the likes of Gypsy Rose
Lee, W. C. Fields, and Eddie Cantor
Proud.
The show celebrates the theatre's
first anniversary'and with its opening
number, the cast promises there's
much, much, more to come. The song,
written by director Richard Valentine
and Musical director Joe Jackson,
traces the theater's history in Murray:
It's a most successful one.
When it began a year ago, the theatre
filled a void in Murray, according tct
Margaret Trevathan, the theatre's
executive secretary.
"Community theatre is an important
cultural advantage here," she said.
"We showed what the coniinunity could
do and the ball was rolling. This show is
a celebration of our success."
Chorus girls, a soubrette, a comic,
- See VAUDEVILLE,
Page 16,Columns

.•
WE DONATION — Clara Eagle, retired head of Murray State
University Art Department and a Murray silversmith, is shown completing
some silver, work In her workshop. Miss Eagle hat donated a piece of het
original. work to be given as a door prize during the Murray-Calloway
County Cominunay Theatre's upcoming dinner-theatre production "You
• Ain't Seen Nothin' Yet," Moth 2, 1 and 4
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Wedding Planned

Your individual
Horoscope •

V41:*

Frances Drake
What kind of day will
tomorrow be-To find out what
the stars.say, read the foreeast
given_ for your birth Sign.

FOR TH1ASDAY, MARCH 2, 19711
A creative iaea could prove
more remunerative than you
suppose. Fine gains indiCated if
you play your cards right.

ARIES
'Mar. 21 to Apr. 213)
Good stellar influences, but a
tricky' spots will bear
-watching. .Properly alerr
• however, you can eradicate
them and go .on to bigger and
-better things. TAURUS
•-"XKlr. •
•• 4, Apr. 21 to,htay
Fine cooperation from others
indicated; also the possibility.of
'aninterestieg proposition. Once.
you have checked its potential,
act accordingly.
•
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
r Straying'off the beaten path
,not advisable. You'll find more
ops_o_raltea
TtiatisfaStIon'in attitities close ter
home'.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23(
You may have to revise some
_ plans _n_ow..,b Oth_ers mayiaassi_st_
somewhat
•
Nen
•
your
own
draft
must
alterations. Be prepared for the
emexpected.

GO

rk0

412i4;1..

Ciluly 24 to Aug. 23)
'-indications are
- that a bit of
K is coming your way. Take a
thance — especially m an acdvity which stimulates your
•-tfnagination.ictRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 231 nP
Your stars highly propitious.

misunderstandings blow Into a
storm. Use your wits.
YOU BORN TODAY are
bright and alert; you quickly
appraise; know what you want
when you want it. Few persons,
including yourself, know your
mind intimately. You seem
contradictory at times, yet are
clear-cut, wisely discriminating, and like to be fair. You
are artistically inclined, have a
retentive memory and a keen
. eye for details. You are.stub!
born, yet will heed the reasoner
who is respect/el; seldom admit
defeat; are a strong opponeat,
earnest.- friend. Birthdate of:
Pope Leo XIII; Samuel
Houston, Amer. Gen.; Sir
Thomas Bodley, diplomat,
scholar; Jennifer Jones and
Desi Amax, Sr., entertainers.

LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Some unusual development in
the making will affect you
pleasantly. Especially favored
now: romance, travel and
Cultural pursuits.
SCORPIO
Oct. 24 to Nov. U)
Certain persons may matte
irresponsible Statements. Do
not be trapped, or 'follow any
suggestion
without
investigating for truth._ •
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) ;Ceri
Expand in operations going
well, setting a better pace for
speedier results. Stress your
fine organizational ability.
XAPRDZORN
1.*
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20/ Vj
Trouble-free performance
should be yours this day. Direct
your efforts astutely to encompass all essentials. • Pet
_projects should_ go over with.
bang.
'
• RIUS
i Jan. 21 to Feb. 49)

uptcts

fairty

favorable, but you may have-to
work a little harder for benefits.
Also, two admonitions: Avoid
the bizeire win° be Cirefurff
dealing with strangers.
PISCES
(Feb. 20-to -Mare' NH- )(
Mixed influences. Confusion
could reign -if you are not on
guard. Do not let slight

Max Hurt Will Be Speaker
For World Day OfPrayer
Each year Church Women
-gather in all perta,of the world
to share mutual concerns on
the first Friday in March,
which is set aside as World
Day of -Prayer. The local
meeting will ise held Friday,
Marcli'l at 10 a.m. at First
Presbyterian Church. Coffee
will be served at 9:30 a.m.
,The _ theme for the observance this year is
"Community Spirit in Modern
Living." Max Hure will be the
guest speaker. Also par-

&12

)

er-arevcr7
ALLEN' "
Yogurt's an old, old food
that's supposed to keep you
young, or, at the very least,
Tivrtig- oEcstwe're to believe some of the
commercials.
'
*But yogurt's new to Amen-cans. It wasn't even made and
sold here until the 1940's.
Since thep, _cif—ciourse,
been making,rapid strides.
The youngest thing about
yogurt right 'now is that
they're freezing it. You can
go to a yogurt store and getic
the yogurt in soft-serve style,
swirled in a cup or cone, or
frozen in pints or quarts.
Hard frozen yogurt is also
a vailabie•-in the -supermarket.
You can even buy it molded
on a stick, with or without
a covering of chocolate.
One of the most refreshing thing's you can buy or
make at home4.is the- yogurt
shake. Fof this combine one
Cup (8
oz.) of die- frozen
yogurt, slightly softened with
one-third cup'of chilled fruit
juice. Pop this into a blender
or beat with a rotary beater
until smooth. Serve in a chilled
glass.
The combinations for a
yogurt -shake are endless: use
vanilla vrithlimeade or lemonade, red raspberry Yogurt
with pineapple juice, boysenberry yogurt with apple, or
cranapple,. or grape juice. It's
fun to dream up your own.•
combinations! And have a
nutritious, drink instead of
just a sweet, cold one.
There are many new yogurt
recipes just out in a 16-page
booklet, a'rhe- Wonderful'
World of Yogurt." Send
twenty-five ,cents in coin for
this beautiful color illustrated
booklet to United Dairy
Industry Association, Dept.
WWY, -6300 N. River Road,
Rosemont, IL
60018

.

.you

Miss Angela Gaye Camp

BEYOND AMU BACK
They went into the
unknown and returned.
with startling revelanditak
't about life afte_i_death

715,9 10 2 30
SAT SUN

.1;

0

ii

HOSPITAL PATIENT
- Mrs. Dale (Cindy) Sykes of
and Anthony Layne (Tony) McClure ,
Paducah is a patient in Room
Hospital,
Mr. and „Mrs. Jerry Camp of Murray announce the 611, Lourdes
daughter.
She
is
the
-Paducah.
engagement and approaching marriage of their only daughter,
Angela Gaye, to Anthony Layne (Tony) McClure, son of Mr. in-law of Mr. and Mrs. Cleo
Sykes of Murray.
MO MOLEloyd.bicClure ofIdurray_Boute Five.Miss Camp will be a 1978 graduate of Murray High School.,
Her maternal grandparents are Mr. and Mrs Joseph ThornPADUCAH PATIENT
ton, Pine Bluff Shores, and her maternal great grandparents
Vester Windson of Farare Mr. and Mrs. Wavel Outland of Memphis,Tn. Her paternal
riling°
,
2Route One has been
grandparents were Mr.and Mrs. Wavel Camp.
The groom-elect, a 1977 graduate of Calloway County High
School, is presently employed at the Murray Division of the disnis8D;d13:1
'
ed
"
Lr°131::e:::stucerriah.
Tappan Company and is a member of the King; Sons singing ,_
.
'
•
group. Itli paternargrandPafents are Mr.-and Mrs. kred Mc- . HOSPITAL'PATTENT Clure of Murray, and his maternal grandparents were the late
Mrs. Carmen D'Angelo of
Mr. and Mrs.Sanford McClure.
Murray Route Seven has been
The wedding is being planned for Friday, April 28, at seven iismissed from Lourdes
p.m. at the New Motmt Carmel Baptist Church. All friends and Hospital, Paducah.
relatives are invited to attend.
,
-•
c.
MAYFIELD PATIENT
Catlin& Sue Dick *Murray ,
.
Rode One was dismissed Feb.
18 from the Community
.
Hospital, Mayfield.
k
„,

•

ticipating in the program will ministry among migrant
be-Christelle Palmer, Duille worIcers and
-in - Potts, Modest Jeffery, Inez the U.S. A.and programs with
Jones, Brenda Coop, Jean Native Americans. There are
Lindsey and the Rev. Bun. also grants which give --opRabatin.
pertunity for encouragement
The offering will provide to
programs,
creative
make especially those designed to
resources which
possible the Church Women help women on their journey
United's Intercontinental toward wholeness.
Mission Fund....
World Day-•of Prayer,. May__
Through the years, Jour,. Fellowship Day and World'
concerns have remained of Community Day are the three
great importance to women: celebrations observed by
Christian College for Women women to provide opin Asia, the Committee for portunities ..to reflect on
- Christian Literature-- tor concerns
Worship and
Women and Children, the together.

•

-Bridal Events 1-leld In
Honor Of Gaye Miller

se=rost
Miss Marcia Gaye Miller, overlaid with a native irish
March 4th bride-elect of Van linen cloth and the centerpiece
Recognized by
Dalton poplin
Dusen Haverstock, has been- was a spring collection of
Tlirr 3/23
coordinates —
snapdragons,
daisies
other
and
honored
with
several
The
Museum
ia,
2-.730 Sat.,gun.
So beaUtilul
Tani 3/111
mums. Individual places were
delightful
events
during
the
you'll give
of
7715,910+ 2:30Suri.1
'marked with brass iden-•c,
past week.
your heart awayT
Solid color back zip
Modern Art
The home of Mrs. Hampton tification favors.
skirt with button
- Erwin was the scene of a
After the dinner the
and the
front box pleat.
and
guests
brunch with Mrs. Erwin,Mrs. hostesses
Sizes 4 to 16
Corning
Johnny Reagan, Mrs. Vernon presented Miss Miller with
Multi-color stripe
of
Museum
cotton knit short
Shown, Mrs. M. C. Garrott, many lovely gifts that were
sieeye pull-over top.
Mrs. Rex Alexander, and Mrs centered under a pale yellow
Glass
Sizes 4 to 16
Scott McNabb as hostesses. umbrella decorated with
Solid color novelty knit
7:15,9:20 4- 2730 Sun.
spring
flowers.
_
The tables were centered
blouson jacket w/contrast
poplin trim.
with yellow daisies, and the
Sizes 34 to 42
places were marked with
COOKING
miniature hand painted dolls
We recommend
weshIng
in the likeness of the brideIS FUN
elect. A delicious meal of ham,
By CECILY BROWNSTONE
hot fruit medley, egg
Po, the Cothes
you care about
Associated Press Food Editor
casserole,
banana
bread,
and
I
I
hot biscuits were served to the
WEEKEND BRUNCH
sixteen guests present.
They went into the unknown and returned with
Banana Orange Compote
For the occasion the _ Muenster Eggs
Bacon
startling revelations about life after death.
honoree choose to wear a English Muffins
Beverage
The Jena* awardtangerine Irish linen suit with
MUENSTER EGGS
winning
teapot —
an imported stripe cotton
The cheese melts delightfully.
Yes, it makes gmairt
8 large eggs
french blouse.
tea via, its smique
A miscellsuieout shower was 1,1 cup milk
git3SS insert it al
salt
teaspoon
4
,
2
given by Miss Donna McCord
pours dry Martinis
2 tablespoons butter
and Miss Jamie Frank at the
and wet Margretgrated (notcoarsely
1
cup
home of Miss McCord. The
packed down) American
tans.
honoree wore a red wool plaid
muenster cheese
las
skirt with fringed shawl from
Beat together the eggs, milk
her trousseau.
and salt just enough to comRefreshmenti of party bine. In a 10-inch skillet (prefpunch,,finger sandwiches, erably non-stick) melt the butminiature cakes, and assorted ter. Add the.eggs and cook over
Dixieland
Shopping Center
hors d'oeuvres were served low heat, scraping from bottom
from the table overlaid with a with a large spoon as mixture 4
native hand- woven flax cloth thickens. When almost as set as
Court Square
wish, fold in the cheese.
and centered with an you
Makes 4 servings.
arrangement of shasta
daisies. Spring flowers were
:401$11041101111NANStil~i6WWU:42MIIVAI
‘
k
SINNINSWIlt 4111111rek
'
11111111
used at vantage points
its the perfect giove-like fit you'll never believe until you
throughout the house.
SIAN
ProduCed by Charles E. Settler,Jr.
-Mrs:Robert Hans, Mrs.
.experiende -it. Wedged on ct--cushiony crepe sole • to
P
b James L Conwa • Written St then
Glenn Doran, Mrs. Thomas
soften every step . topped in rich, natural leather .
STARTS TODAY
Lovett, and Miss Madelyn
Lamb were hostesses for a
7:15,9:10+ 2:30SAT.,SUN NO PASSES.NO BARGAIN NITE
• you'll know it's Naturalizer-because your feet
brunch held at the home of
White,
will tell you.
Mrs. Hahs.
Tan
The honoree was seated in
BAGS— BELTS—MOTORS—FANS—HOSES—BAGS— BELTS—MOTORS—FANS— a the dining room at a table
overlaid with a hand woven
HOOVER.
0 Mexican cloth and centered
with a basket of fringed
Convertible
napkins
and assorted spices, a
with
hostesse' gift to the the brideFREE TOOLS
elect. Other guest were seated
in the garden room. Miss
Miller chose to wear from her
- 9
trousseau a powder blue inRome Commercial
Model
Ileerte't Most
termission length skirt with
6003
Pe•errhol
matching open knit blouson
Ceeeerfilitt•
sweater.
The meal consisted of crab
casserole, spiced fruit juice,
rri hot biscuits, hot sherried
tomatoes', and scrambled eggs
and fnushrooms.
A dinner party was given by
Mrs.
Steve Douglas and Mrs
a
Thomas Sills at thelovely new
home of Mrs. Douglas in
Dover, Tn. For the event the
honoree chose a red wool skirt
Made
We Repair ANY Vacuum EVER
and bloulion lacket over a
esishmet*eolvt-neelelweiltirBEtTS—IROTORS — FANS
The buffet table - was'

Woolite

YOU WILL NEVER BE THE SAME AFTER YOU HAVE SEEN
THIS UNFOR E

BEYOND AND ISE

The
Panhandbr

Mademoiselle Shop

NATURALIZER.

NEW!!
Professional
Cleaning
Supplies

The Hoover i o
Self-Propelled ! -;
z

942

"

Quantities
At
Low, Low Prices

$8995.

PAUL WINSLOW'S
-

N. 12th St., Olympic Plaza
759-1636

rightWolow---rxus:21KISTS---:11AGS2--

0
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'Mt COMMUNITY
CALENDAR

•

Wedseiday, Marsh 1
Thursday, March 2
Friday, March 3
Mission Groups of Flint
Piano recital by Vickie
Shopping for Senior Citizens
Baptist Church are scheduled
to meet at seven p.m. at the Hays, junior music education *Wheat 9:30 a.m. to noon and
malor. will be at.8:11),p..m. in from AMC to 3:34 p.m. For
church.
the recital hall annex of the transportation call 753-0929 by
Baptist Women, Baptist Price Doyle Fine Arts nine a.m. for morning shopYoung Women,and Acteens of Building, Murray State ping and by 11:30 a.m. for
afternoon shopping.
Cherry Corner Baptist Church Universtiy.
are scheduled to meet at the
Saturday,March 4
Murray Women of the
church at 7:30 p.m.
Country Ham breakfast will
Moose are scheduled to meet
Murray Open Duplicate at eight p.m. at the lodge hall. be served from six a. m.to one
p. m. by the American Legion
Bridge Club will sponsor a
Garden Department of the at the legion hall, south Sixth
club championship at regular
weekly game at seven p.m. at Murray Women's Club will and Maple Streets, Murray.
Gleason Hall, North 12th and meet at the club house at ten Tickets are $2.50 each for all
a.m. for the workshop to plan one person can eat.
Payne Streett, Murray.
for the card party on March
First Presbyterian Church
15
Thursday, Mareb 2
Youth , will have bake sales at
American Diabetes
Ellis Center will be open Singer's Sewing Machine Shop
Association will meet at the
First Presbyterian Church at from ten a.m. to three p.m. for and Roses Department Store
seven p. m. All interested activities by the Senior started at nine a. m.
persons are invited to attend. Citizens. For information call
Square and round dancing
753-0929.
will be held at the Woodmen of
Murray Callowav County
the -World Hall at 7:30 p. Tn.
Community Theatre ;111 have
its first anniversary dinner- • Golden AgeClubwill haye a
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
theatre show at the Holiday potluck luncheon - at noon at
Inn at seven p.m. for in- the social hall of the First
will meet at the lodge hall !Vat
United Methodist Church.
formation call 759-1752.
__
Bingo will follow the meal. -sever-u:- m.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
HorClarence
Fort Heiman Chapter -for
Ruling Star Lodge No. 51
Izaak Walton League will ton, Mr. and Mrs. Bill Marose,
Free and Accepted Masons
meet.at the community.room and Mr. and Mrs. Joe Gertzen
will meet at ti -lodge hall at
of the 'North Branch of the will be in charge bf the
V.30 p. m.
Peoples Bank, North 12th and arrangments.
Chestnut; Murray at eight
The Rambos will present a
Murray-Calloway
County
p.m. All interested persons
gospel, concert at the West
Conununity 'Theatre will have
are invited.
Kentucky Livestock and
its second night 'of 'the first —
Xi -Alpha Delta Chapter os anniversary dinner-theatre at
-•
Beta Sigma.Phi will meet at the Holiday Inn at seven p.m.
Third
night of the Murray.
For
information call 759-1752.
the Ellis Center at 7:30 p.m.
Calloway Community Theatre
first anniversary dinnertheatre will be at the Holiday
Inn at seven p. m. For information call 759-1752.

Family Planning
Data Is Offered

Let's Stay Well

Vaccine Against
Dental Cfzvities

Do You use effective fatal, lists -effectiveness if used- planning? Do you know the properly all the
time; 'the
0: Mr. F. S. writes that
different methods of family second column is etplanning available? Do You fecliveness based on surveys he has heard that a vaccine
have easy access to family of actual couples who use the may be possible in a few
years that will prevent or
planning information and method_
lessen tooth decay. He
supplies?
Pill 99.66 percent; 96 per wants to know if such a
The Calloway County Health cent
vaccine is nearing use by
Department operates on a
In, 97.99 per cent; 95 per the public.
non-discriminatory basis for cent
A: You are correct that
race, sex and age in providing
Condoms,97 per cent; 90 per certain offending bacteria
solutions to the above cent
have been isolated and
thought to pip a major
questions on family planning.
-rate In tooth decay and
Age Seems to be the-greatest ceF
innain-L 97
crenL
gum disease (gingivitis).
barrier, after lack --of • Condoms and Foam, 99 4"
per
Also, experimental aniknowledge, in regard to cent; 95. per
cent
mal vaccinations are enfarruir. planning. Each, year
47-per
couraging in lessening the
over one million teenagers pep
ria
Ztag7'
cent;
formation
of dental cavi83
become pregnant. This is
Rhythm,87 per cent; 79 per ties.
attributed to non-use or cent
However, such a vaccine
,
ineffective use of con- peN
r ocelethod, 10 per cent; 10 is generally thought to be
traceptives, and lack of family
roiord to these iak
t:east a decade away in
planning information and
These.
:_melikeds-and-.
Its general use by the pub.
services to teenagers. These formation
same problems also persist' are available it the
TIrthelneantime, a comCalloway
for adults and cause many County • Health
Departrnent. bination of fluoridation of
lie—wanted pregnancies.
Services are provided in strict the public water supply,
There area number of gooCL--eeitfidenee- and on a
non-'
family planning methods discriminatory basis.
Persons
available. They are listed may call (753-3381). Classes
or
below along with their ef- group talks can be arranged
fectiveness. The first celanin_. on request. Family planning
-includes health examinations,
and other related'
matters, a spokesmen said.
, •

Sentbside Slieppleg Center, Murray, Ky.
756-4366
New Available

b,

PATIENT AT PARTS
,Jean Shrader of Hazel has
been dismissed from, the.
Henry__COunty_ -General
Hospital, Paris, Tn.

Slim-Ez
Conditioning
Suits
"Oblige Flab Is Firmness"
It Acts As a hilt-In
_ Steam Befit

111_1_

_
Comp*, lkse ler all riff 41111C41; action and
theatrical needs.

'-liOSPITAL PATIENT
'stoney Raspberry of Hazel
is now Sbatient at the Westeen.
Baptist HosPital, Paducah,
after having beeNit home for
three days. He wilt-Koba*
have to have resargery tukbis
spine.4‘
--

-

Plans Worksh9p,.
rtment

. on the
hieno
or:ed
ntebe
content
theperee
regular brushing and floss- 35
ing of the teeth .and per- package. Such coffee and
iodic checkups by a dentist chicory mixtures contain
cuts down on dental cavi- up to 65 percent coffee and
ties and gum disease.
Chicory is regarded as
Chicory In Coffee
safe. It adds no significant
0: WS. J. W. says that she.
and her family recently nutrition to coffee, but contributes a characteristic
South,
find
inta
th
meoyved
ovt:LS:
bitter taste, which many
tha contains
She persons prefer.
Such coffee-chicory
has tasted the flavor .
•'•
I
I
.
11..
sl
,
•
Twikhes
att iethi,"bcuotry;_icagn7an;Yultn.
it is years and are popular in
certain parts' -tit Enrope7
safe.
'AL_Chicory. is derived . Louisiana and in the
from a- plant which is an French- section of Canada.
enctiVe. The leaves can be
used as a salad. The root
may be roasted, ground
and added to coffee.
Since these
are less
expensive than coffee,
'Closed- caps on mushrooms
cory has been used as an _mean moisture has besq.,4*adulterant when mixed tiuned, but open caps are
with coffee. Modern food more flavorful. They're more
labeling laws require that mature.
. •

Mt.r...871714_

ts of
Sofa2sSie airs
$18900

• $249
"

We Nave A
Seed Selection
of
- Bunk
Beds

(In Vinyl)

Sofa Sown
Wades sr Niy1
As Lau ha

$169
•

••

•

•

COMpLett

s227"

•
•

As Low As

00

•

On Sofas Ii Chairs

Sofas & Chairs

the Murray Woman's Club" will
have a bridge workshop at ten
a. m.followed by a sack lunch
KELIO ROY
at noon and a business
meeting at 130 p. m. on
Mr.and Mrs. Jimmy Dale
Thursday, March 2, according Kelso of Murray Route Three
to Effie Vauglui,. cbairmen amthe parents.ota.bs4 box,
Each iiierfilitt
Jay, weighing seven
bring her gift prize for •the, pounds three ounces and
card party to be held on March measuring 19/
1
4 inches, born
15. Members are asked to ceiThursday„Feb. 9; at Shp
bring scissors, trimming Murray-Calloway County
straps, and glue to. make -.Hospital.
PriseSaecnellies fer the ciird
Pie feLher_js. employed at
party, the annual fund raising General. Tire and Rubber
event of the department.
Company, Mayfield. The
Myrtle Douglas, Verble mother, the former Karen
Yatea, Irene 'Young, and -Burkeen, is a student at
Clover Cotham will be in Murray State University.
charge of the- _Workshop. 'Grarents are Mr. end
Barletta Wrather, Mists Mrs.
Kelso 01-1•Ynn
Clanton, Laura Galloway, Grove and Mr. and Mrs.
Shirley Morton, and Irene Robert E. Burkeen of Murray
Youig-41411- be-the hostesses. Route-Threee-- - • • • •

90 Days Sams Is Cash

Murray
Furniture Mart

,

Coati Square 753-8976
WE TRUE

BILL & JACKIE DAUGHERTY

•

• •

•

e04#4.4PAiPirii00.04.~
-70.10-wiiiorde

•
•

•
•

Announce The March 1st Opening Of
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I Formerly Perkin's Pancake House)

%

3
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111

M-- A SANDWICH SELECTION JOHN
A SIMPLY SMASHING BREAKFAST MENU II
-----= CHOICE CHARHANCOCK WOULD HAVE BEEN PROUD TO SIGN HIS NAME TO. II

•
S
3

AN ARRAY OF VERY UNIQUE
ill
BROILED STEAKS AND DINNERS FIT FOR A KING.=---_
SALADS AND APPETIZERS IIM. DELICIOUS DESSERTS...INCLUDING OUR FAMOUS
111 -- MOST OF YOLTR
HOMEMADE PIES II--- 20 VARIETIES OF FINE IMPORTED TEASFAVORITES FROM THE OLD PERKIN'S MENU. 11 .... AND LOTS OF OTHER GOOD

l
*
•I
bi
a
3
3
3'
*
•4
ti
V

THINGS YOU'LL CA OVERBOARD FOR!
v
—Same Local Ownership & Management....Sallie Friendly Staff_

111

-_

_ -

•

i

711
40,

•
•

THE BOSTON TEA PARTY
(Formerly Perkin's Pancake House)
US641 North - "We Want To'Be Your Cupt of Tea

1

6AM TIL 10PM-MONDAY THRU THURSDAY
6 AM TH.MIDNIGHI -1.RIDAY AND SATURDAY
7 AM TH,101'M ON SUNDA1

1

_

•

•

S OCK REDUCTION

Garyfrn____&partntent-coenseling

Trina's Action Wear

By FJ L Blastrtgarne, MD
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hEARTEiNk .

Heartline Is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems-611ra
you have a question or a problem' natens wered hi-the-seHearthne, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a stamped self-addressed envelope. The most useful replies will be
printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I am a 56-year-old
and I am still working full time.
so.
widow
do
was
H. R. Haldeman, who
was
who
has been very lonely for the past
life
My
Rogers,
P.
William
staff
White House chief of
since my husband died. I
years
two
and
state,
during the first four years of then secretary of
have tired going to varoius meetings
was
who
jjng
sae'
Nixan's-pre.sidency,is.
and clubs for people my age, but I
•
\
making_headlines these days Nixon's' national security adreally did not enjoy this. Would you
have any other suggestins for me to
'With his: -supposedly inside viser at the time, both insist
pass the idle hours? T. J.
_
_stories about his former'boss, - that no such thing took place.
One suggestion that Heartline can
.
A!
lb
do
this
does
What
Watergate and foreign crises.
offer is to join a pen pal club. It is a
Before people accept the Haldeman's believability?
great way to meet people throughout
know
statements in Haldeman's- And frankly, we do not
the country and you can start
correspondence that will give you many
highly publicized book, 'The if Nixon himself "initiated the
new friends.
Ends of Power'," they ought to Watergate break'-in" and "was
Day
from
Heattline has developed a pen pal
cover-up
the
on
in
recall why he ts,in prison.
club exclusively for people over the age
charges.
Haldeman
as
One,"
- Haldeman was convicted
of 50. This club has been in existence'for
Copley mean Serviee
What we do know is that
(arid acknowledged his guilt in
three years and has thousands of
in
involved
seeking a Shorter, sentence) of Nixon was deeply
members throilglioiallie-tratikTSWes.
in there
The purpose of this club is to help older
Aonspiracy, obstruction of 1We -STOW and thane
Americans cure their problems of
and repeatedly lied to the
::-J. ustice and three counts of
boreclome. For complete information
involvement.
his
about
:perjury. The latter charges are people
an application card write to: and
for
reasons
sufficient
are
2nost relevant in judging his_ These
60 Club, 114 E.
Heartline-American
his exile to San Clemente, and
- •
Dayton
West
St.,
Alexandria,_Obia_...
•
,
term-a, the books by Watergatersabout
45381. Please enclose a long;
non-legal
„
4
wrong
-went
he
minute
which
-- -addressed, stamped envelope.
:Haldeman raised his hand, took
10
a
had
I
HEARTLINE:
problemboring.
geqing
oath In tpll the truth and then......_ate
recently with one of my charge cards.
Seaman Apprentice Ronald L Fox,
In fact, there is something
`deliberately and cold-bloodedly
The problem has now been resolved. I
Warren
Lee
Mrs.
and
Mr.
of
son
USN,
such
By GENE McCUTCHEON
';lied to the Senate Watergate distasteful in how
had disputed one of the charges on my
of
weeks
nine
from
graduated
has
Fox,
Dean,
iCommittee about White House lawbreakers as John
card,
but the credit card company was
Training
Naval
the
at
training
basic
Murray Ledger & Times Editor
John Ehrlic.hman, Chuck
correct in their billing. This took apinvolvement in the scandal.
Center, Great Lakes, Ill.
now
proximately three months to straighten
Members of the Murray Planning
: Now just because he lied to Colson,.Jeb Magruder and
on
in
cashed
out. Will this problem have any effect
Senate Bill 230 is tlj 'worst bill inhave
senator plan to introduce an amendCommission are Dr. Thomas Hoganztrotect "himself, Nixon and Haldeman
b-oduced" this session in the Kentucky
on my credit rating? J. C.
ment to the bill that would rename it to
cainp, Robert Moyer, Richard Hurt,
lheir cohorts does not the scandal. But this is a free- Senate, Sen. Ridt'-,Weisenberger,
- "an act relating tfie protection at.- Harry Fenton, Beale Outland, Dave
A: This will have no adverse effect on
peopleif
and
society,
;enterprise
necessarily meanihat he lies in
your credit rating bechuse once you
Mayfield, tell us.
deadbeats."
I.
Willis,
Key,
Vaughn,
H.
and
Leonard
wrote the, creditor about the possible
:his book. But in dealing with a want to wallow in self-serving
And,after reading the synopsisof the
We agree with the bill's sponsors that
Holmes Ellis.
error, the creditor could not give out
unfair debt collection practices should
Deaths reported include Herman B.
•rjurer who stands to make mea culpas„it is their privilege, bill in the Legislative Record, we tend
be curtailed. But this bill, if this writer
Geurin, age 81, and Mrs. Marry Elleil-7-1nformation to other creditors or credit •
•
•
•
vs k is -AS.4"aidenia"-effortF-4-bragree.-We think the reasohs behind
or threaten to damage your
Sen. Weisenberger haye inthe bill, sponsored by Sen. David
and
with
e,ven
Riis_sell, age 70. .
get
to
eq
design
seems
enough, how can one
Tom
Sen.
and
credit
rating:
-Louisville,
ait
would`allow
terpreted
correctly,
D
Karem7
ThetDepartment
The
erMurray
o
tcr-iake money- and rt
now. what is true and what is
After the bill was explained to you
Garrett, D-Paducah, may be valid, but
creditor to do little more than send a
Woman's Club has been visiting the
.9
out some of the ex-- the bill's wording leaves something to
straighten
:not
and you paid it, the matter ended as far
deadbeat a statement at the end of the
schools in a project of testing the
month.
For instance, Haldeman tells president's distortions. As be desired.
hearing of the children in the city and
as the creditor was concerned You
the
of
bill
one
the
be
Record,
may
it
the
should also check with the creidtor
to
strongarm
history,
with
agree
not
do
According
We
county
system.
school
the
about
story
sensational
•,`a
Chapter 368 and
because since the matter has been, they
tactics used in some instances we have
Bobby Dodd, Molly Devine, Steve
:$oviet Union asking the United least reliable Watergate books would "establish KRS
thereof,
sections
report the outcome of the mattervarious
must
but
collect
accounts
to
of
create
overdue
heard
are
Miller
Murray
Howard,and_Dan
distinction
this
Sates in 1969 to join in a nuclear and should hold
to each person---who- received
--we also fell that those who extend credit students.wbo-have roles in the drama.
relating to evidence-of- unfair debt
mxotes_own
may,
until
when
"nn China's atomic,
formation about you.
are deserving of protection, too.
collection practices by debt collectors."
-The Physicians," to be presented at
If a bill such as this allows deadbeats Murray State University March 21-22.
.facilities and _Nixon refusing to memoirs appear.
HEARTLINE: I have read in the
Weisenberger says he and a fellow
--Paper aboutthe new Socilitedirity tax
to bilk their creditors then the majority
bill that was passed in December, 1977.
of its who pay our bills will ultimately
l'and E asi:•: and Molwri NO% ak
H.
It It/1%
I thought that I saw something relating
be paying theirs, too, as-that cost of
20 Years Ago
various studies that will be taking place
doing business is passed along to the
• 7
The Boy Scouts of America conducted
with
the
Social
Security
consumer.
mock session of the City Council with ., _litimini.stration. Do you know anything
a+0
Joe Overbey acting as mayor, Skippy
about this? B. T.
Bits of what may bedhe Carter urban
A: The Social Security tax bill had
policy are trickling out of Washington, Hale as city clerk, Woody Herndon as
police chief, and Steve Titsworthy as
provisions in it for three separate
and there is one item that ought to
fire chief. This was a part of_the
studies that could effect the social
quicken the pulses of city officials. That
security program immensely. They
item is the plan to punish or reward servance of Boy Scout Week. Deaths reported include Mrs. Louis
are:
states in accordance with whether or
Rovenei Nanny, age 54.
An interagency study between the
not they channel federal funds into the
Clay Darnell, a breeder of registered
Department of Health, Education and
cities and towns most depressed or
Hampshire hogs and an honorary
Welfoare and the Treasury, the Civil
most financially burdened.
member of the Kirksey High School
Although deal as stupid for the U.S. His point was initiative, now stalled in haggling and
,- 'WASHINGTON
Service Commission, and the office of
The plan would mark a departure
recrimination. Seeking to shore up his
..motivated by highest U. S. interests, that if trouble threatens Saudi Arabia
Management and Budget. These
from the past in several respects: Chapter of the Future Farmers of
President Carter's request for modern from Iraq or Libya or other extremist indispensible links with Saudi Arabia,
agencies will study the proposal to
Revenue-sharing would become a America, gives a bred registered
President Carter made-- an' unifighter planes for Saudi Arabia could Arab states, let us - Israel - handle it
cover federal, state, and local governcompetitive game, the governors of the Hampshire gift to the chapter each
derstandable and quite likely
.;backfire by prompting Israeli Prime for you. The message: it's Israel and
ment workers under Social Security. A
50 states would be the players, and the year.
unavoidable decision. But in so doing,
;Minister Menahem Begin to stall the U. S. together, and let's keep the
report is required to 'Congress within
beneficiaries of winning play would be .. Dr. Will Frank Steely was guest
he may have gravely undermined his
•-,Inegotiations with Egypt and thereby Arabs out.
two years of enactment of the bill.
the cities most blighted and most speaker at the Parent-Son banquet held
Given that fundamental Israeli great dreams for the Mideast.
;endanger peace in the Middle East.
example, by the Hazel High School Chapter of the
The Department of Health,
nearly bankrupt
Future Farmer of America. Dwaine
The President's courageous decision policy, Begin's objective is to weaken
Education and Welfare in conjunction
Newark and New York City.
Taylor is chapter president.
:to confront Israel and the pro-Israeli the U.S.-Saudi link in every possible
with a special Justice Department Task
Those cities which do not qualify
The Murray Knights continued their
- ;bloc in Congress by selling Saudi way and prevent the kingdom from
under these standards would not stand
Force on Sex Discrimination will
the Atomic Valley Independent
S.Arabia 60 F-15 aircraft, the West's best expanding its U. S. political and
examine differences in the treatment of
to benefit by the new plan. And they lead in
Basketball League championship with
:fighter plane, was based on the need for economic base One way to achieve that
men and women under Social Security,
would stand to lose part or all of their
a win over Princeton. Brooks was high
:strong U.S.-Saudi links. This nation's is to block the sale of the F-15s.
to analyze a variety of proposals afrevenue-sharing funds.
Incredibly, Israel is determined to
;economic future depends in major part
fecting widowers and divorced
However much cities might lose in for Murray with 25 points.
"And I heard as it were'tite voice
:on Saudi Arabia's friendship, because block the deal even if Egyptian-Israeli
husbands, illegitimate children,
of a great multitude, and as the voice revenue-sharing by the new Carter
l'of both its leading price-setting role in peace prospects suffer. Begin himself
of many waters, and as the voice of urban policy, they would have to make
spouses of disabled workers and other
30 Years Ago
mighty thunderings, saying, Alleluia: up by increasing the property tax or
;the international oil cartel and its has publicly given warning. On Feb. 16,
special categories as well as general
for the Lord God omnipotent reign- cutting back on those presumably
=passive dollar holdings now invested he told the Israeli parliament that the
problems of inequitey. A report to
Murray State College has joined a
eth." Revelaticm 19:6,
proposed aircraft deal was a threat to
;-;within the United States.
Congress is required within six months
important services now being financed
27
Feb.
formed
athletic
new
conference
,\)I
All the inhabitants of heaven rereg
If the Saudi aircraft deal tied to "the process of negotiations" between
of the enactment of the bill.
with federal funds. It is not an enat Louisville which is called the Ohio
our the power of God in His reign
'lesser plane sales to Egypt and Israel) Israel and Egypt.
A nine member National Study
is a reminder
it
and
thought,
couraging
world
the,
will
When
This
was
move
Conference.
Valley
High Israeli officials are now using
'went to Congress today, it probably
that aton Social Security is
contingencies
Commission
unhappy
the
of
eternal truth?
predicted more than two months ago by
Pe- the simply majority the F-15s for Saudi Arabia as a major
'would esca
established to study the financial
tend to federal participating in the
Don
Tmes
Writer
&
Sports
Ledger
opposition of both House and Senate new reason not to yield to Egypt three
eonditoin of the retirement, disability,
fiscal life of the city.
•
Brumbaugh.
-needed for a congressional veto. But by Israeli military airfields located on the
WRITE TO POLITICIANS
and health insurance programs, as well
Deaths reported include Mrs. W. B.
4he time it reaches Capitol Hill in early Sinai Peninsula, particularly a major
As a service to our readers, The
as program coverage, benefit levels,
Bedwell, age 71, and Miss Magdaline
&
Times
April, Congress may be far less inclined base near the Israeli Aqaba Gulf port of
Ledger
Murray
inequities, coordination with related
Edmonds, age 20.
to approve because of stalemated the Eilat. Israel had not agreed to turn
periodically publishes the addresses
government programs, and other
Murray Woodmen of the World Camp
over the airfields anyway. But the
.Mideast peace talks.
of the state and federal elected
issues. the final report is required
Whoever said the female sex is the
592 voted to decorate and equip a room
The strong suspicion in official Saudi aircraft deal is now being used as
representatives serving our area.
within two' years of enactment of the
never
sex
a
was
never
husband,
weaker
at the Murray Hospital, according to
'quarters here is that Begin's deepening sudden new justification for retaining
FEDERAL LEVEL
bill.
was a bachelor, never was a boy and, in
the new camp officers who are Buel
;intransigence is motivated in no small them,,on grounds they are needed to
Any senator or representative
These three studies will hit on the
fact, never wore pants.
Stalls, Waylon Rayburn, 1Rzfy Sinclair,
-part by his opposition to the F-15s for guard against the Saudi air "threat."
may be reached through the
major portions of the Social Security
Otto Swann, Burman Parker, and W. B.
Begin and his hard-line policy are in
:Saudi Arabia. If peace is certainly not
congressional switchboard, 202-224program. As there are many problems
Moser,
ABOUT THIS PAGE
at hand in the Mideast, Congress can be worsening political trouble in this
:1121.
in
each area, it will be very interesting
Barney
The Triange Inn, operated by
Editorials, columns and other
;more easily talked out of arms for country. This is shown by recent Gallup
Here are the mailing addresses:
to see the results and the steps that
is
Clubb,
Deacon
and
Weeks
opinionated articles on this page are
Poll results, reflecting more support for
• Arabs.
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
Congress will take.
celebrating its first anniversary as a
presented for the purpose of
The heart of the issue for Israel is not Egypt's Sadat than Israel's Begin (plus
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
restaurant in Murray.
providing 'a forum for the free
.really concern over future Arab use of 2-to-1 approval foi Mr. Carter's
D. C. 20510
The Murray State College Thoroughof
exchange
differing
opinions.
Mideast
performance).
Begin
as
:these aircraft against Israel,
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
breds lost to Louisville in the semiWe at The Murray Ledger Se
During Israeli Foreign Minister
:sasserts. Rather, it is deep-seated
4107 Dirksen Building
Murray Ledger & Times
finals of the ICIAC Basketball Tour*
Times strongly believe that to limit
3sraeli fear that the Saudi-U.S. link la- Moshe Dayan's recent visit here, his
Washington, D. C. 20510
at
held
Louisville.
nament
opinionated
articles to only those
:becoming strong enough to affect the congressional briefings did not end with
Murray Field Office, 753-1852
Publisher
Walter I. Apperson
which parrallel the editorial
Editor
R Gene McCutcheon
30-year alliance between Israel and the the habitual spontaneous outbursts of
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
Murray
&
The
Ledger
Tunes
is published
LETTER
A
WRITE
philosophy
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COOKING CORNE

By ANN UDDBERG
work and be readily acdishes. Among her friends she
The program for the March cessiable to her children.
is justly famous for her cake
7 style show sponsored by the
The Hatton's moved to
Music Department of . the Murray twelve years ago from decorating. She creates cakes
Murray Woman's Club, will be New Orleans. Roy is a Civil for "theme" parties and has
somethite
f h
to
viegry
ah
thanks War historian and assistant done rocket ships, poinsettas, .
'Lady coin,
to local artist, Marge Hatton. professor of history at and a Victorian
plete with birds. She finds
The sophisticated pen and ink Murray State. Originally from
working in a third dimension a
drawing captures bothe
th
Missouri, he likes the slow, plesant
change oi-pace..
afy
alseh
ial
sh
ionewaas
p- "Southern pace" of life in
For relaxation Mille
lporo
okpria
o
.Murray. Marge, a native_d_ lovingly
tends house plants,
well
as
the
currelit- Milwaukee, Wis. enjoys the
plays racket ball, and travels
photography exhibit Jo the" mild climate, (this winter
whenever she can.
Clara Eagle Gallery of the aside). Both feel that Murray
Today Marge shares a
Price Doyle _Fine- Ails combines small town frienmontage of her family's
Building where "The Magic dliness with the cultural adfavorite dishes.
Fashion Montage" will be vantages of the university
Stuffed Mushrooms
presented, Tuesday at 7 P. m. which is ideally suited to
Nice Appatisor
Marge is most recognized for raising children.
k4 Lb. Butter
her
acrylic
portraits
All three of the Hatton
C. fine Bread Crumbs
especially of children. She children, • Thomas,
10,
2 Eggs lightly beaten
enjoys doing all kinds of work, Stephen, g; and Valerie, 7,
..„1Tbs. Chopped Parsley
both for enjoyment and ta_ share their parents Interéllt-_.
Tbs. Minced Onions
keep her eye fresh. Her and talent in music and art.
Vt teaspoon Sall.
paintings have been shown oil 1 hey frequently ..tittera all
114 teaspoon Pepper
over the United States. She types of musical concerts
Parmoseon Cheese
regularly shows in the Land together.
• 2 Boxes 'Fresh Mushrooms
Between the Lakes during the
Because Roy is an avid
% C. Chicken Broth
summer . and has special_ gardener, Marge has lots of
o
- Remove
stems
exhibits as time allows. Her fresh produce during the
mushrooms, scrape and chop
home is set up like a gallery summer and a freezer full for
semi fine. Wipe caps with a
and paintingsare llteraly sold the rest of the year from which
damp cloth.
right off the walls,pecause_pf to build family melds. She
Heat 2-3 Tbs. of butter in a
ner growing reputation, most . feels-- that—simple meats
— skillet, saute stems lightly.
of Marge's commissions are prepared with an artist's eye
Mix bread crumbs, eggs,
referrals and people who have for color and texture add
parsley, onions salt and
seen her work elsewhere. special appeal to good
pepper.
Consequently, people call and nutrition. Company dinners
Fill each cap with stuffing
visit frequently. With her are more fun and she does
sprinkle with Parmesion
studio at home Marge can dramatic, more compliCated
cheese , dot with butter. Add

CLOSE-UP
TOOTHPASTE
21 Oz. Rig 87

59c
KAS OR CHESTY
TWIN PACK
PLAIN, REGULAR
OR BARBEQUE

PEPSI tit
MT. DEW
8 PACK 16 OZ.

Plus Dep.

broth to baking pan. Bake at
375 degrees for 15 to 20
minutes. Baste occasionally
with juice in pan, 42 cup of
Rouillion may be added for
additional juice to baste
Mushrooms.
Red Beal.—
And Riee
One of Roy's
very favorite meals
1 quart Red Beans
2 Cups of Lean Ham(Diced or one ham bone
1 Med. Onion Chopped
1 C Tomato Catsup
1 Tbs. Ningar.-- Thyme, salt and pepper, to
taste
—
1 teaspoon Tabasco.pepper
sauce
Garlic maybe added
Pick over beans wash and
soak overnight. When ready to
cook drain off all the water.
In a heavy pot brown onions,
add red beans, tomato catsup,
salt, pepper, vingar, thyme
and Tabasco pepper sauce,
garlic.
Cover with fresh cold water,
making sure there is enough
water as the beans must cook
throughly. After water has
come to a boil reduce heat and
simmer until beans are semi
cooked. Mash about 1 cup of
beans and retureri to the pot.
Add the diced ham or ham
bone and cook slowly two or
three hours or until the beans
are throughly cooked and
sauce rich and creamy.
Serve with fluffy rice and
county sausage. Also chppped
onions and vulgar, tobasco
pepper sauce on the side and
corn bread.
Corn Bread
1 Cup enriched corn meal
1 cup sifted all-purpose flour
1 Tbs. baking powder
1 tsp. salt
1 Cup milk
1 Egg beaten
14 Cup vegetable oil
Sift together corn meal;
flour, baking powder and
salt. Add milk, egg and oil.
blend well. Bake in greased 9
inch square baking pan in
preheated hot oven. (425)
degrees F.) 25 to 30 minutes.
Potato Salad
10 Med. Red Potatoes
1 Med. Onion
3 Large Dill Pickles
3 Large Sweet Pickles
4 Hard Boiled Eggs
1 tsp. prepared Mustard
1 tsp. Sugar
1 Cup Heilmons Mayonnaise
Cook potatoes in jackets.
peel, dice. Add chopped
onions, dill and sweet pickles,
hard boiled eggs.
Mix mustard, sugar and 1
cup of mayonnaise, more
mayonnaise maybe added if
needed.

Grittenience

STORES
FAST SERVICE - CLEAN STORES
OPEN 6 AI.UL.12 P.M.
365 DAYS AND

SOME NEVER CLOSE

Chess Cake
1 Box Yellow Ckae Mix
1 Stick Butter-V2 Cup
1 Egg
Mix together and press into
rectangular
(9pix 13)
I Bo!
sugar
Pkg. ereaniiid

Cheese
i(8

3 Eggs
Cream sugar and creamed
heese. Beat in eggs. Pour on
top of erunsb mixture. Bake at
350.4100oN4Ne 2.11•3d,
:rdskIgeS"
(30 minutes if you wont It

Eggplant Parmesan
Lbsi*Eggplant peeled
and cut in kv inch slices
Salt
Flotir
1
2 curolive oil
IA to /
(S -..eup --tomato' sauce,
following recipe)
12 Oz. Mazzarello cheese
thinly sliced
cup freshly grated
34
Parmesan cheese
Preheat oven 400 degree,
choose shallow 1'4 to 2 quart
baking dish, rub it with oil.
_Sprinkle both sides of
eggplant slices with salt, lay
out on platter for 20 minutes,
then pat the eggplant dry. Dip.

each slice in flour.
In a heavy skillet brown
slices in olive oil, working
quickly to keep slices from
soaking up too much olive oil.
Drain slices on paper towel.'
Now pour L4 inch of tomato
sauce into the oiled baking and
serving dish. Spread eggplant
slices over the sauce, top with
layer of Mozzarello cheese
and.sprinkle over part of the
Parmesan cheese. Repeat
with
or 2 More layers.
Finish with layer of cheese
and suace. Cover the dish
snugly with foil and bake 20
minutes. Remove foil, bake,
without cover for 10 minutes
longer
Tomato Sauce
2 Tbs. Olive Oil

k's Cup Wily Chopped Onions
2 Cups Italian plum or whole
pork tomatoes, coursely
chopped but not drained
- I tsp. oregano
3 Tsp. tomato paste
1 Tbs. fresh basil or 1 tsp.
dried basil
1 tsp. sugar
/
1
2 tsp. Salt
pepper black
Use 2-3 Qt. saucepan. Heat
olive oil until light haze forms.
Add onions, cook over
moderate heat 74 minutes
until soft not browned. Add the
ingredients,
remaining
Reduce to very low and
simmer, with pan partially
covered,for about 40 minutes.
Stir occasionally.

AT BEGLEY'S YOU'LL MARCH INTO

SAVINGS

A1
7.1
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\...,.. r,"
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4,
44P*
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JUMBO ROLL.

Shell Fire & Ice
Motor Oil
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INSTANT HAIR
CONDITIONER

9r

MR. COFFEE FILTERS

ENFAMIL
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INFANT FORMUrA

MAIO

BEG OR WITH
EXTRA BODY

COLD

320Z.

CORYBAN-D

REG. OR V1.1/IRON
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864

BOX OF
12
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County Junior High Tourney

East Rays Roar Eta& To Edge
North,Southwest Girls Win
East, Southwest and North Murdock hit the first two and it ap(ared it)might be all pressure free throws at the
all went home with trophies in baskets of the final period and over, since Garrison had 2:19 mark to trim the gap to a
the Calloway County Junior Southwest led 19-15 and that's scored 25 points in East's 35-32 point at 25-24. Then with 1:59
High Basketball Tournament the way the score stood for win Monday over Southwest. left, Houston pumped in a 15finals Tuesday night in Jeffrey four minutes until when with
However, East refused to foot jumper from the left side
1.02 left to play, North's fold and thanks to some fine and East had its first lead of
Gymnasium.
In the girls' action, South- Rachel Lamb hit two free board work from Randy the game.
west Calloway used a three- throws to trim Southwest's Dawson and some.heads-up
The East Loiters then made
point play in the final seconds lead down to only two points. guard play bt Dewayne Hill, it a.three-point lead when Hill
Southwest missed three free • East managed to fight back. ilnle the ball -and scored to
to insure Jitst place as they
nipped North 22-17. In the throws in the firial 25 seconds
East/Make it 28-25 with 1:49 left but
gave
Houston
boys' championship game, but on the third missed free momentum when he hit tut° just nine seconds later, Barry
East Calloway trailed for throw, the two teams tied up
almost the entire game before the ball and Southwest
rallying in the closing minutes managed to control the tip.
for an exciting 33-30 win over
Taking the ball off the tip,
North in the title game.
Lynne Cothran drove_ to the
In the cheerleading com- basket and scored. She fouled
FROM THE SIDE Lovett(44) of North Calloway fires up a shot from the left side while
petition, which was held on on the play and also made a
,z-Ilieky-Iftwnton (43) of fort &fonds. Others in the picture are Barry Alexander (32), Randy
Monday at•the first round of free throw to make it 22-17
By M. C. GARROTT
Dawson (21) and Shawn Jones, behind Dawson.
the tourney, the North mith LS_seconcLs left and that
Although the official razurdngs win not. be knowri unappro
Calloway cheerleaders were three-point play sealed the 1,5 when the National Rifle Association holds its annual conpresented the trophy for victory.
vention in Salt Lake City, Utah, members of the Murray-.
Cothran's seven points led State University rifle team believe they are the new national,
having the best halftime
Southwest while Cole added collegiate rifle champions.
routine.
six. For North, Lamb tossed in
GIRLS' GAME
Firing in one of 15 sectional meets held across the United
Southwest drew a bye into 10 points to take
//scoring States and on its home range last weekend, the four-member
the championship game while honors in the game!Southwest Murray team fired 1,157 points out of a possible 1,200 in the
North had to win a 31-16 game ends its season with a 7-5 college and ROTC category in the NRA meet. Forty-two poinrecord whilgEorth tows out at ts back in second place with 1.115 points was Western Ken-,
int.er_DISLAIonda
to mo
p1fiiVerOlrlahoina the Wird-Cate •rbariintelF
.r.33Y-The,AssociatedPreSS
71-63-itilm
/
into
the
title
matchup.
With
tucky, while the Middle Tennessee team was third with 1,065.
.The Kansas Jayhawks beat State, 10-16. Missouri and scoring attack with 14 points.
BOYS'GAME
exception
of
the
the
first
few
In the international RFA competition, the team posted a
the
points
in
by
16
Colorado
Nebraska will meet in the
Curtis Berry's four foul
minutes, it was a close battle
first six minutes of score of 2,325 points out of a possible 2,400. In both categories,
opening round of the Big Eight other semifinal.
shots, Stan Ray's tip-in and
ac n,-it was back and forth. firings were from three positions - kneeling, standing and
Conferente basketball
In other major results, Clay Johnson's 20-foot jumper down to the wire.
orth took a 2-0 lead as Barry prone.
Southwest
lead
raced
to
a
7-1
ttournament, but Coach Ted No.13 Illinois State, 24-2, with five seconds left lifted
Since no single, national tournament is held, the winners of
Owens was far from satisfied. downed Northern Iowa 82-76, Missouri over Iowa State. midway through the first Alexander scored the game's
first two points. East's Jeff the national championship is determined by the scores
con- Rhode Island, 22-6, tuned up Iowa State's Andy Parker, the period and looked as if
our
lost
..:"We
Cantration," Owens said for the ECAC tournament with Big Eight's leading scorer, did might be headed for an- easy Garrison tied the game with a posted in the sectionals. Tennessee Tech,last year's national
Tuesday night after the fifth- an 86-63 _victory over Brown, not start for disciplinary win. Two jumpers by ISonna power move inside and for the champions, and East Tennes,see fired in the sectional held at
from rest of the period, the' teams Cookeville, while the University clf West Virginia team, the
Cole and three po
had -Fairfield, 22-3, Rhode Island's reasons, but scored 17 points.
Jayhawks
einked
Janeann Barrow ovided the traded baskets as the quarter No. 2team in 1977, fired in meet on its own campus.
ttounced the Buffaloes 82-66, opening round ECAC opBrian Banks' 22 points and
ended in a 8-8 tie.
u wes po
No scores from either of these meets, which generally
increasing their season's ponent, recorded a 63-57 Carl McPipe's 18 keyed
..But East did
kore aga_in produces the national champions, were better than-those
.. 1.W _Caron/ Garner, who
. record to_14-1. "I h-ltP thatfor--decision---over—Connectieut, Nebraska'suntil the final minute of the posted by the Murray team, long recognized as one of the top
• one 'reason: if we develop Dartmouth.6dged Harvard 71Tucker plad wejl'on the boards, all
,
those bad habits, we'll have to 69, Boston trniversity topped led -the Cowboys • with 31 evening/for- North, scored ,I.,,seconcl quarter. In the rifle aggregations in the Country:'
from /10 feet then Rachel meantime, Alexander and
The members of the Murray team, which is coached by,,Mpay for them one of these Vermont 84-77 in overtime, points.
Keith Lovett each scored fOur Sgt Howard Willson of the university's ROTC department,
days."
Dayton routed Xavier Ohio 90Billy Lewis and Ron Jones Larnb came up walk two
The . next .opportunity 62, and Nevada-Las Vegas each scored 25 Points in , ciinseCutive buckets to tit the Points and North held a 16-8 and their scores in the two categories are:
Collegiate and ROTC division: Michael Gross, Menomonee
Kansas will have tolossibly outlasted St. Mary's Calif. 100- Illinois State's triumph over/'contest at 7-7. Lynne Cothran lead until East finally broke
the
ice
when
Ricky
Houston
scored
on
a
drive
to
end
the
Falls,
Wisc.,and William Patzke, Cleveland, N. Y.,each with
pay for its mistakes - Owens 98 in double overtime.
Northern Iowa, and Sfy
was unhappy with a rash of
Kansas bolted to a 12-3 lead Williams' 25 points against first period of scoring and scored the half's final four 292 points out of 300; Hug Adelson, New City, N. y,290; and
points in the closing seconds to Michelle Soncrant, Stoughton, Mass., 283.
turnovers and ragged play in after three minutes, increased Brown made him the first Southwest led 9-7.
make it 16-12 at intermission.
a
very
playing
North,
International competition, possible 600 points: Gross, 586;
first
half
against
Colorado, the advantage to 48-33 by RhodeIsland la
the
t
94A 7 .‘rig_.ke Friday night in halftime. and with.12, minutes pass the 1,000-po' Mark as a deliberate offense, had control
Tw_ice in the..third_ period_ Patzke,585; Adelson,578 and Soncrant,756
of the ball for most of the East closed the margin to one
According to Sgt. Willson, the internationalfirings count 60
the conference semifinals remaining was ahead 63-39 sophomore.
second quarter and sloWed. point but each' time, North percent toward All-America rifle rankings, and he said that
against Kansas State.
. - Against Colorado.
down the tempo of the game. _worked it back to three and all four members of the Murray team would be recom- The Wildcats, 17-10,_ adClint Johnson paced Kansas
G
At halftime, it was a 12-9 lead going into the last quarter, mended for All-America honors. In the past, Murray State
vanced with a 52-44 victory with 16 points, while Paul
PLACID, N.Y.
for Southwest.
has produced 16 All-America riflemen.
over Oklahoma 1.4-13, Tuesday Mokeski had 12 points and 16
North held a 21-18 lead.
Karl Anderson, whose best
Southwest did not score for
This coming weekend, March 3 and 4, the Murray team will
night. In other first-round rebounds.
The margin went from one
games of the Big Eight
Sophomore Curtis Red- W.bild Cup finish this season the first five minutes of the to three for the next few fire in a match at Kemper Military Academy at Boonville,
tournament, Missouri, 12-15, ding's basket and two free /*as 20th last December in third period while North possessions then with 4:12 left Mo., before going to Murfreesboro, Tenn., April 8 and 9 to
paged a 65-63 victory over throws in the closing minute Italy, won the men's dowalsill managed six points and led 15- in the contest, North got its participate in the All-American Collegiate Rifle League's
Iowa State, 14-13, and helped Kansas State get oast and Olympic bronze medalist 12 with just 53 seconds left in final three-point lead when match.
Nebraska, 21-6, registered a Oklahoma. Mike Ev
On April 23 and 24, the team will be participating by special
led Cindy Nelson easily won the the quarter. But Southwest Lovett scored on two free
women's downhill at the U.S. scored the final three points throws to make it a 25-22 invitation in the Champion of Champions tournament matviclf,gr. ,
National Alpine Chemand the period ended in a 15-15 game.
ches at Ft. Benning, Ga., from which the team which
.
pionship.
deadlock.
Just 24 seconds later, Jeff represented the United States in the last Olympic Games was
Donna Cole and 'Lori Garrison of East fouled out spawned.

MSU Rifle Team Could
Be New National ChamPs •

Kansas Wins But Owens Not
Pleased, Nebraska Advances

Alexander of North connected
on a three-point play and it
was tied.
A technical foul on a North
player with 1:20 left sent
Houston to the line and he
made the free throw for a 29-78
East lead. Then with 41
seconds left, Hill came up with
another steal and drive for a
basket and East led 31-28.
North made it 31-30 with 24
seconds left when Lovett
scored on a rebound then
Houston iced it for East when
he made two pressure free
throws with seven seconds left
to post the final score of 33-30
on the board.
Houston scored 19 points to
lead East while Garrison
added 10. For North, Lovett
scored 12 and Alexander
added 10. North ends it season
with a 1-7 record, that one win
providing the only blemish of
Murray Middle's season. East
finishes up with a 5-4 record.
GIRLS'GAME
Southwest
9 3•
• 7 2 62-17
North
Southwest (72) - Janeann
Barrow 3, Marcy Miller 2,
Donna Coles 6, Lynne Cothran
7, Lori Murdock 4 and Cindy
Andersen. North (17) - Rachel Lamb
10, Dana Hoke 2,Shanda Crick
2, Mimi Todd and Carol
Garner 3.
BOYS'GAME
East
8 4 6 15=33
North •
- 8 8 6 9-30
"East (33) - Jeff,,Garrison
10, Ricky Houston 19,,
Dewayne Hill 4, Randy
Dawson, Tony Hendon,
Rodney Hounshell and Mark
Williams.
North (30)- Kirk Starks 2,
Craig Darnell, Keith Lovett
12, Shawn Jones 2, Tommy
Workman 4, Barry Alexander
10 and Al Wells.'
—.4.“

'

SUPER
SHRIMP
SALE
IS
K
.4111
OVER THE PRESS- The way to get through a press is to pass down the middle and that's what
Mamma Borrow (22) of Southwest does here. Defending for North are Dana Hoke (34) and
Rachel Lamb (35).
(Stiff Pipets, by Mice Iniodos)

MIMI TODD of North Calloway grabs on to a rebound while
Cindy Anderson (11) of Southwest Calloway also tries to get in
on the action. On the left corner is Janeann Borrow and on the
right for North is Carol Garner (40).

*****************

*NOTICE*
DAVID KING 8, ASSOCIATES

It's back by popular demand!

*

You enjoyed it so much last year, we've brought it
back—Jerry's Super Shrimp Sale.
For just $2.85, you get a giant helping of 21 golden-fried
shrimp, a hearty serving of french fries, a dish of our
savory cole slaw, and hot dinner roll and butter.
So come on in for lunch or dinner. Enjoy the $2.85
Super Shrimp Sale, at Jerry's.

KING INSURANCE SERVICE
WILL BE CLOSED THURS. 8 FRI. DUE *
TO THE MOVING OF THEIR *
LOCATION TO 901 SYCAMORE. *
THERE WILL BE AN OPEN NUMBER
AT 753-8355 THATYOU MAY CALL
FOR ALL OF YOUR INSURANCE *
. .NEEDS.
_

WIN CHEERLEADER AWARD The North Calloway cherleaders won the cheerleoding trophy for
their fhalftime performance routine during the Calloway County Junior High Tournament Left h
right, top row, ore sponsor Judy Darnell, Tenure Dowdy, tonna Furr, Kim Baker, Deana Conner,
Regina Walker, Donna Elkins, Tonic Darnell, Teresa Brown, Tracy Bench and sponsor Linda Felt.
ner. Front row, Goy Woodall, Lisa Cunningham, Lisa Hole, Marsha Turner, Mitzi McCallon, Melin*rfialt40
******,.
114"J R171
**Ink*
*****
*
.

Joutit's
RESTAURANTS
Offer good 11 am 10 10 p.m Through March 2'6 1978
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GIRLS' CHAMPS—Southwest Calloway won the girls' county title Tuesday night. Top row, left
to right, ere coach Mani Brick, Lori Malcolm, Cindy Anderson, Jeannie Winchester, tram
Cothran, Melissa Path., Rhonda McAlister, Donne Cole and Kathy Butterworta. Front row,
Shannon Ford,
Unice Boyd, Jammu Barrow, Marcy Mac Lori Murdock mid Twomy Tress..
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case and maintenance kit
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PHILCO 25" DIAGONAL CONSOLE
MODEL C3573JPC- '
•Philco Color-Rite Automatic Picture

33
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BOTS'CHAMPS— East Cidritiwilifiiiisliiirterr-wevisty-litle
right, are Rodney Newish-el, Jeff Garsises, Coach Mike She:, Kick Waesusreleny Mendes, John.
ny Robbins, Terry Winker and Medi Williams. Front row, John Farris, Min Mawr, Daweryno Ha,
Bobby Wilson, Randy Davison, Ricky Houston, Steve Turley, Kenny Kingles and Steve Markle.

.Electronic Light-Sensor
.100% Solid-State Chassis

16'"ra moo
4•

•Twin Speakers
•On Casters
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tt
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By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
If you think the Portland
Trail Blazers' 50-10 record is
pretty fancy, how about Lloyd
Neal's mraxit of 12-0?
Neal, a husky 6-foot-8
veteran who can play forward
or center, has started 12
games for the Blazers this
season and the National
Association's
Basketball
defending champions have
won them all.
No. 12 came Tuesday night,
a surprisingly easy 113-92
victory over the Philadelphia
76ers in a rematch of last
year's playoff finalists. Neal,
starting in place of power
forward Maurice Lucas, led
Portland with 27 points.
Bill Walton, the Blazers'
center and the hub of their
pattern offense and pressure
defense, sprained his left
ankle in the second period
against Philadelphia. He did
not play -the-test of the game
and a team spokesman said he
would not be ready for
Thursday night's game
against the Knicks at New
York.

after three periods as they
Inflicted upon Philadelphia its
worst margin of defeat of the
season.
Bobby Gross added 21 points
for Portland, while jujjas
Erving was high man for
Philadelphia with 18.
Bucks 136, Bullets 135
Brian Winters missed a
jumper from the top of the key
at the end of regulation play
which would have won the
game for Milwaukee, but
atoned for that by hitting three
straight baskets late in
overtime to seal the victory.
He led the Bucks with 29
tints.
Nuggets 122,Pacers 106
Denver eased past Indiana
behind 27 points and 11 assists
by David Thompson, 20 by
Dan Issel and 19 by rookie
Anthony
Roberts. The
Nuggets led 89-82 going into
the final period and clinched
the victory with an 8-2 spurt
shortly thereafter.

16 rebounds as New Orleans
pulled away in the second half.
The victory kept the Jazz tied
with Atlanta in the race for the
final Eastern Conference
playoff berth.
Sonks 114, Kings 107
Seattle won its fourth in a
row as Gus Williams scored 13
points in the third quarter to
help wipe out a 16-point
deficit, missed an 18-footer
that would have won the game
in regulation time but then hit
a key layup in the overtime
period. Williams finished with
27 points.
Bulls 126,Suns 115
Chicago snapped a threegame losing streak as Wilbur
Holland scored 31 points,
Mickey Johnson had 20 points
and 17 rebounds and Artis
Gilmore contributed 20 points
and 15 rebounds. That offset
big nights by Phoenix' two hot
scorers, Walter Davis and
Paul Westphal, who had 36
and 32 points, respectively.

Boys' Prep Scores

/Inlets 138,Spurs 123
By The Associated Press
Bob McAdoo hit on 15 of 23
Boys Games
shots from the field and scored
1...2nd District
the Knicks
Ballard Memorial 58 Heath
Portland scored 15 points in 33 points as
outscored San Antonio, the 5730T
a row to take a =-12lead in the
league's top offensive team.
5th District
first period and Philadelphia
New York led by as many as
Livingston Central 74
Blazers
up.
The
caught
never
24 points in the second half.
Caldwell Co 72 OT
led 57-45 at halftime and 83-67
5th District
Hawks 117,Celtics 85
Union Co 81 Webster Co 59
Atlanta jumped in front of
7th District
Boston 20-6 at the .start and
W Hopkins..72 Madisonville -For Information
pulled •away steadily to its 60
Regarding
widest margin of victory of the
8th District
season. Seven Hawks scored
Todd Central 108 Univ
in double figures, topped by Heights 44
John Drew with 21 and Steve
District
Hawes wiith 20 points and 13
(Permanefft
Hardinsburg St Romuald 54
rebounds.
Cloverport 51
Removal of Hair)
Jazz 125, Braves 108
13th District
Jim McElroy scored 26
Lewisburg34 Russellville 56
points and handed out 16
17th District
assists and Truck Robinson
Meade Co 72W Hardin 68
scored 25 points and grabbed
33rd District
Conner 63 Dixie Heights 62
34t6 District
Coy Holy Cross 95 Coy Latin
32
Trod' Met
Beechwood 37 Ludlow 35
With District
Bourbon Co 89 Nicholas Co
71"
39th District
tattier aid sea oporafioa, ma salesman i Maysville 73 ,Maysville St
• salary to pay. We we bonding oar horsiness
Patrick 55
44th District
on sorties. It will pay Ion to SEE IS For lipLincoln Co 88 Casey Co 73
,
plianees or TV's Silos & Service
49th Iiiitrict •
0)
1,1` Oneida 83 Annville 41
ile anima Nerray-Pliam 753-4111111
59th Dastrtet
Corbin 85 Barbourville 52
Wilson Sportings - Converse Shoesilli
th District
Belfry BO Jobs Crgek 57
, —# - .

Eledrolysis

Call 753-8856

I,

When You

Valvoline
10W40

Motor Oil

Purchase This
Lawn Chief Mower
You'll Receive
A Weed
Eater
Free

CLIPPIE
)
WEED EATER'

Take Advantage of Murray

Mini-trimmer of the Weed
Eaters. Lightweight, easy to
307
use. 8" cutting path.

Home & Auto's

Bridal Registry

gaillOUTIVIO1

HYDRAULIC
ROLLER FLOOR JACK

* Cuts home beating Gest le Owe
setbiet.
* Will "Completely" beat yew selire hems.
* Feel vitt said Doty ono tins o
day.
* Slum out sell oaly ow every
two offline oinks.
* Too Gam took all 1.. wNli two
iediskiesi 000kleg seines.
* Seerseteed tbe rest of year If&

"The Space Age"

-

alliffs11111$111MIES

'69"

Lifts vehicles to 5000 lbs Handy frame lack. Swivel Muria
saddle, 3000 lb capacity. Lifting range S" to 15". Compact
design Removable handle. Swivel rear wheels and maneuvering handle. Quick action release valve, Automatic
overload protection. 646

F's"'

110011811111

Tru-Test Quality Paint
is available in the Discount
Center or Youngblood's Hdwe.
Dept. If you need paint
for anything, we have it.
The Quick, Easy,Inexpensive Way
To Enjoy Colorful New Rooms Tod*

AN EXCELLENT RNISH FOR
CEIUNGS AT A MODEST PRICE!
Dries In
30 Minutes
Fully Washable
Good Hiding
Qualities
Velvety Flat
Finish

I

:•,:".

'Total retail value of Donut items *4838

0
f

Hodge & Son Inc. I

L

. INCLUDES:
• Carrying ease
• 4 pack of oil
• Quart of bar _lubricant
• Spark plug
e Spark plug wrench
• Extra cutting chain
• Chain file and holder

ONE COAT CEILING WHITE

**••

A-111%ia

Our Fully Washable,
High Hiding Latex Flat
In Popular Colors!

Latex Flat WALL FINISH
Decorate your rooms even on the smallest paint bud904---, This select quality latex flat produces a rich, velvety finish
that's fully washable It spreads on easily: usually cows
TOM colors in one coat Dries in 30 nlinutes4 use your freshly
decorated rooms the same day Soapy water deans your
pointing tools. White and 5 pastel colors.

_
.
-

•

—,-.

•

.

.

••••••-•..-•••••
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Stockton May Have To

Hang Up Tennis Career

•We Accept Gov't Food Stomp.

By CHRISTY BARBEE
AP Sports Writer
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) —
The exigencies of winning
couldn't have been much more
pronounced.
Dick Stockton, after winning
the first set of his first-round
encounter with Jimmy Connors in the $225,000 U.S.
National Indoor Tennis
Championship, started what
could be the end of his career.
Chronic lower back pain
struck Stockton again, Connors noticed and played the
path for what it was worth.
From the start I felt he was
making me run more than any
time when we had played
before," said Stockton, 25,
who retired from the match
after having his service
broken once in the second set.
Connors took a 4-2 lead at that
time and Stockton was getting
stiffer by the minute.
They had exchanged breaks
in the first let and StocktOn
had eked out of the tiebreaker
after taking a 6-3 lead. Connors came within a 'point at 5-6
when a volley that hit the net
cord just dribbled over.

INSURANCE — Dewayne Hill (10) of East Calloway provides ,
some insurance with this bucket winch gave East•31-28 led
with 41 seconds left in the game. Chasing Hill are Tommy
noritmon (31) of North and teammate Barry Alexander (32).

Announcing an IBM
seminar on small computers
(7,14ow there's- a free
. IBM •Seniin t*---designed for
businessmen just-like yowit features a discussion of the
applications and benefits of IBM's small computers.
Small computers can handle a wide range of important
jobs, including order entry, invoicing, receivables,
payroll, sales analysis, and inventory management to
name just a few.
There are small, easy-to-use, low-cost IBM computers
for the first-time user, for under $18,000. There are
systems avaiable with programming already written for
over twenty different industries. And there-are small IBM computers that can be programmed specifically for your
WhateVeifour need,if yotedlikatii tidied WIfree IBM
seminar, call your nearestIBM General Systems Division
office or send this coupon.
March 9th
8:30 A. M.
Ramada Inn
Jos Clifton Dr.
Paducah, Ky.
Olt

IB

General Systems Division
301 S. E.,Sixth St.
Evansville, Ind. 47708
812-46-2891

Yes, I would like to attend your small computer seminar
Name
Tltle
Company,
State
Teteph(kne

A small computer can make
a big difference

Zip

Apollo First,
Lone Oak In
Tenth In Poll
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Owensboro APollo, One of two
teams still unbeaten at the end
of regular season play, is
again at the top of the
Associated Press's Kentucky
. I
high sLItovl ba
Apollo, which has a 30-0
reCord after winning its first
match in Ninth -District
competition Tuesday night,
collected 16 first-place votes
and 169 points from the
sportswriters and sportscasters.
- They picked Shelby County,
with its 22-3 mark, for the
second slot and Covington
Holmes third. Holmes, given
One firstplace vote, stands at
26-1, that single loss coming at
the hands of Shelby County
earlier in the year.
Lexington Lafayette moved
up one notch to fourth, while
Lexington Henry Clay was
Climbing from sixth to
1.th
Drakesboro, thefifth.
District powerhouse with an
undefeated record, advanced
from eighth to sixth, followed
by Frankfort, ranked fourth in
the last poll.
Two weeks ago, the
Frankfort Panthers were 20-1,
having lost only to No. 1
Panthers
The
Apollo.
managed one mere victory
before disaster struck and
they lost three straight at
home,leaving them with a 21-4
record for district tournament
play.
Louisville Ballard slid from
seventh to eighth as Bryan
Station remained ninth and
Lone Oak held on to 10 place
again this week.

Re-Opening
Thursday, March 2*

Sue & Charlie's
Restaurant
SERVING THOSE FAMOUS
FISH DINNERS
Open 7 Days A Week
Mon.-Sat. 4:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Sunday 11:30 a.m. - 8:30 p.m.
Highway
68 & 80
At Aurora

It wasn't that connors didn't
sgi'mpatlize. When the players
met at courtside for the
changeover at 5-2, Stockton
told Connors he couldn't go on.
connors grasped Stockton's
arm, then helped him wrap a
towel around his lower back.
They walked from the stadium
together.
Stockton, ranked 10th in the
world last year, was not optimistic about the future, a
future doctors have told hint
should not include tennis.
He said he would return to
his home in Carrollton, Texas,
to rest .and decide what to do
next. "I have no choice."
In other first-round matches
Tuesday, second seed Vitas
Gerulaitis suffered an upset
by Marty Rielsen. Riessen,
who had to qualify for this
tournament, beat the flashy
New Yorker 7-6,6-4.
Seventh seed Sandy Mayer
beat Australian Geoff Masters
74, 6-2; Australian Phil Dent •
downed South African Ray
Moore 6-4, 3-6, 7-6; Spaniard
Jose Higueras beat Mike
Cahill 6-0, 6-3; Bob Lutz
defeated Balozs Taroczy of
Hungary 7-6, 7-5; Stan Smith
beat Butch Waits 4-6, 6-3, 7-6,
and Cliff Drysdale.,beat Dean
Martin Jr. 6-3,6-2.
Martin was playing in plii0
of Arthur Ashe, who pulled out
of the singles competition with
a recurring case of iritis, a
virus that effects the iris of the
eye. Ashe, who had just "
returned to tournament 'play
after ankle trouble, said he
would try to play doubles
•
Thursday.
In another development, -

•Bel-Air Shopp:ng Center

Passes Weber
AKRON, Ohio-(AP) Earl
Anthony, bolstered. by a
at
week
last
victory
Kissimmee, Fla., has passed
the
in
Weber
Dick
Bowlers
Professional
Association all-time earnings
list.
Anthony, of Tacoma, Wash.,
collected $15,000 last Saturday, increasing his career
earnings to $556,936. Weber's
career earnings total $555,573.

1+AVTr•
Nsi.,.:V-17

8 AM-10 PM

'41thichaux

EVERY DAY

SUGAR

_

C IL

Bog

. These Iterng-Pn _piff4Ry
Throughout The Store

Liaiit

Northern

Tissue

TEA

"PIAGS

79

100 Ct.
Box

Boma Grape
-

18 or

59C

oak

num

24..69
Green Giant

GradleyA
nnExGtra
rov
Large

16 Oz 3/89
`

Peas

EGGS

box
•

Doz.
(Limit 2)

driOn Giant
16 oz.. 3/89
`

••.

• 1

Purex

"4%111reec 40i&•(‘

'
goi 69

Bleach
Scot Kitchen 16 oz

Mac. &
Home Owned
& Operated

Girls' Prep Scores
Girls Games
2nd District
Paducah St Mary 45 Heath
33
5th District
Caldwell Co 46 Livingston
Central 28
6th District
Henderson Co 49 Union Co 26
8th District
Todd Central 49 Christian Co
46
13th District
Olmstead 65 Chandlers 52
14th District
Warren East 70 Bowling
Green 58
15th District
Allen Co 53 Glasgow 42
21st District
Lou Presentation 71 Lou
Shawnee 37
Lou Central 65 Lou Evangel
30
23rd District
Lou Valley 83 Lou 9th & 019
25th District
Lou Ahrens 42 Lou Male 36
26th District
Lou Seneca 49 Lou Atherton
47
Lou Assumption 86 Ky
Country Day 24
28th District
Lou Sacred Heart 68 Lou
Eastern 37
32nd District
Williamstown 71 Grant Co 38
Scott Co 59 Owen Co 46
33rd District
Simon Kenton 74 WaltonVerona 55
Boone Co 58 Erlanger St
Henry 56
46th District
Lincoln Co 52 Casey Co 48
47th District
Wayne Co68 Pine Knot 8
48th District
Burnside 52 Nancy 51
Laurel Co 56 Pulaski Co 54
49th District
Rockcastle-Co 43 Oda 34
51st District
Middlesboro 40 Bell Co 29
Lone Jack 53 Pineville 50
60th District
Elkhorn City 52 Johns Creek
42

'
4/99

Cheese

Hi-Oni
`
roll 2/99

Towels

n
Tissue

Produce
Dept.

c
4 roll 69

COUPON 13
Limit 1 Per Family

Liquid

Dove

Carrots

1 Lb

Cucumbers
Green

Radishes
Rd

6 Oz

Yellow

Onions

3/$1w
3/$1®
4/$1w
4/$1w
15'
29'

22 oz

'
59
Expires 3-7-78
Good Only Al Stony's
•

Lb

Sweet

Potatoes

Lb

Red or White
•
5 Lb Bog

Grapefruit
Temple

10/99'

Oranges

-•
.

E.Carter 64 Elliott Co42, '

F.

•Limit Rights Reserved

not play later this month in ttie
Davis Cup because of,
"political interference in the
was
He
competition."
referring to plans by protest
groups to demonstrate at the
Davis Cup March. 17-19,
condemning South Africa's apartheid policy.

•

a...

Storey's
FOOD
!ANT

V./M..- •
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Every Day Low Shelf Prices!
Compare These Low SheffPrices With Theirs

— SAVE

e Gelatin

- Fare Vegetalili

Crisco

3 lb

Scot Lod

Margarine
Scot
Juice

1 lb
_

$1"
38c

e

Jell-O

3oz

11

16 oz.

Ocean Spray-Cranberry

Juice

48 oz

$1 11
PEPCIrc
I

Lo-Col

Lad Tomato

60C
46 oz.

New Store Hours
8:00 a.m. to
11:00 p.m.
7 Days A
Week

Milk

gal

S145

Crisco

/11111111.

24;1

Kr.oft Orono

Sugar
'caH

Juice

5 lb.

Bush

2 go!
1
/

$1 29

Duncan Hines

8 BC I
Ctn.

Porkoy.

Applesauce

16oz 3I1C

Miracle Whip

qt

99c

Cake Mix

18 oz

69'

5 lb

88'

Gold Medal

lib.

_ 4___Aarganne

•

1-

•

Kroft

• .•••••••••••••

at-

(Plus Deposit,

Del Monte

Lime - Per (us?. With 7.50 Add.
Put-. Excluding Tobacco & Dairy Products

Peaches

Flour
Gt Northern

Beans
Distilled

Water

Welch

-

r Coffee

30°Lb.

Maxwel la Coffee.
o

cmpbell s

Vs Loin

Tomato Soup

10 oz

Biscuits

6 pock

4
.13oz $27
.

1 lb.

7

PORK CHOPS
19

1

89e

BREAD

32`

Pork & Beans
Blue Bonnet
1 lb

59`

54 oz

15`

Sauce

15 or

70`

c
avance

13 or

41'

1307

73`

Margarine
Wagner

Orange Drink

SAVE

Rogu Spaghetti

20°Lb.

Eogie Brand

SMOKEIligePICNIC

Milk

Home Of The Red Vest
Carry-Out Service

5 Lb.
Bog
• 1)

Sliced 79( Lb.

USDA; Choice

Sirloin Steak

Family Pock
lb 169

U.S.D.A. Choice

T-Bone Steak

lb

S1I 99

USDA Choice Shoulder

1) A

lb
Boneless

Chuck Roasts
••••

•
11••••••"•••••

lb

'
45

Boston Butt

Pork Roasts
Field

Si 19

Roasts

Fryer arts.

lb

$109
I

-L

Wieners

lb 9L)C

This
Week
Win:

Field
$1 29
I
lb

Lost Week's
Frances Reed
Winner:
Curd Net Punched

Bologna

•••:.

•

••
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Bowling Green Train Derailment
1Deoit-A611. Causes Some Anxious Moments
(AP) — Trains were rolling
again this morning on a
stretch of track near here
wffere the derailment of a
Nashville
Louisville - &
train
freight
Railroad
carrying hazardouschemicale
anxious
some
caused
moments.
L&N crews completed the
task of righting the 32'derailed
cars and moving them onto
sidings early this morning and
shortly thereafter opened the
line to traffic,.a dispatcher at
the railroad's Louis:rifle, Ky:
office said.
Two of the cars that derailed
Tuesday, though empty,
contained the fumes of. an
acetate compound. Rod Baby,

Plea for an End
To Child Abuse
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: For several years I've served as a
paramedic on a volunteer basis with the county ambulance
service. I enjoy it, but I'm thinking of giving It up. I can
handle accident victims, drownings, coronaries, but I'm
just not up to facing one more abused child. Last. night I
held a beautiful 5-year-old child in my arms who had been
beaten so badly she looked as though she had been in a
wreck. With her tiny hand clutched tightly around my
forefinger, she managed to whisper, "I was bad," before
she died. (The parents didn't realize they were "hurting"
her that much —they were only trying to teach her a
lesson!1
- I would love to adopt a child,and ev.en_istent through all
the red tape single people must go through in applying for
I lpve children and I know I'd he a good mother, but
I'm gay and if the adoption agency found out; that would be
the end of it.
Abby, please tell parents who are maiming, killing and
,-peyehelegieally-ebeeing their children ta seek ccompelgAt
:
. help. They are so lucky to-have children. There are a lot of
us who would give anything to call•ourselves parents.

American Legion To
Sponsor Breakfast
The American Legion Post
No. 73 will hold a country ham
breakfast on Saturday, March
4, at the legion hall. Serving
will be from six a. m.to one p.

NQ NAME OR TOWN,PLEASE
DEAR NO NAME: Nearly every city has a hotiine for
Parents sato abuse their children. I We your letter serves
as a reminder that there IS help for such child abusers.
Call your local information for the number.

Cost of the meal which includes all you can eat will be
.6?,50 per person, accerdingto
DEAR ABBY: I recently borrowed a glass flower vase a legion spokesman. Tickets
from a friend. When 1-went to her house to return it., she are now on sale ,from. any
wasn't home, but her next-door neighbor volunteered to member of the American
Legion,
see that she got it, so I left it with'her.
Well, the neighbor's little boy accidentally broke the
yase. It can be replaced, but it is rather expensive, so I told
this neighbor that I thought she should pay half and I
would pay half. But she said she was only trying to do me a
• fayor aLid he didn't see why she should pay anything. Who
'
is responsible in this case?

Vickie Hays Will

specialist from the state !lie
marshal:a office, said the
fumes posed a seriquiLfire
hazard.
One of the derailed cars
carried 200 cases of. an insecticide with a methyl
bromide base, which officials
said is highly toxic. Yet
another derailed car contained titanium dioxide, which
produces heat when mixed
with water, said Charles
Castner,an L&N spokesnian.
The derailment warred in
a sparsely. populated arta
about six miles northeast of
this southern Kentucky city.
The site was near an
elementary school and a
textile plant, but officials
- decided -that, no evecuaticin
was necessary since none of
-the cars was leaking. IAN
cordoned off the immediate

Band-Boosters-For—
Calloray To Meet
The Calloway County Band
Boosters Club will hold an
important meeting on Monday, March 6, at7.:30 p. m. at
the band room at Calloway
"
OmanIner-Sels001.
Hal Whichester, president of
theclub; urges all Parents and
Interested persons to attend
this meeting as plans for the
band's trip to Opryland at
Nashville, Tn., this!ring will
be discussed. /

sightseersfarther away.
D.E. Mosley, IAN district
superintendent, said a broken
wheel may have &Med the
Mishap.
It was the fourth serious
train derailment within the
past week and the second
involving an IAN train. The
first derailment, in Waverly,
Tenn. preceded a flropane gas
explosion which claimed 12
liVes.
A derailment in Florida
Sunday resulted in eight
deaths- -when ene ofchlorine gas was released
from one of the cars.
No one was injured in the
latest derailment, officials
reported, adding that none of
the chemicals WARW.
derailment
Because
-,scene• WM near the Barren.
provides
which
River,
drinking water for Bowling
Gre.enkofficia1s said they were
irepared—Co aine—the cit7i
water treatment plant.
However, that action did not
prove necessary.
was
No .evacuatIon
necessary, Castner said,
because none of the cars was
"damaged Many way."
State Fire Marshal Bob
Estep said that "from all
reports I've had, it was not a
real seriotis situation = and
that's the report I gave the
governor's office."
Baby, however, said there
was "some danger" because
of the combustible fumes.

Ins,de
Dining

With Garlic Bread and ' price on
Combination Salad (with meal)

Only

uaranteed
Quick
Service

Includes as A;vvovs

FREE REFILLS ON DRINKS

You Can't Eat This Good
at home for 99'
Luxurious 1)11111
for 275 Peopli‘

510 Main

Give Piano-Recital

CHICAGO

Vickie Hays, a junior music
education major at Murr_ay
State University, will present
aping recital on the campus A
/
on Mrsday, March 2.
To be held at 8:15 p.m. uaAe
Recital Hall Annex; her
proçam will includ,elvorks by
BetlIöcen Chopin; and Bar-

DEAR CifitAGO: 'Yci are.
.

DEAR-ABBY: I am 1 9-year-old-girt-who bas-juvenile
rheumatoid arthritis. To' treat my symptoms I take a
heavy daily dose of cortisone. Until my illness I- was a
"normal kid in size and appearance, but the medicine I take
has made me "moonfaced" and very heavy.
Abby, many of the kids at school call me names and
• tease me because of my weight, and lately it's been hurting
me.---What's the best way to make my classmates understand
that I can't help the way I look, and it's not from eating too
much sweets,
FAITHFULLY WAITING IN MASS.
_
--DEAR WAITING:You need not be ashamed to tell your
classmates exactly what you have told me. Please do.
When they learn the truth, I bet they'll stop the teasing
and name-calling. Please write again and give me a
progress report. I care.

She ix the daughter of-Mr.
and Mrs. Arthiu.Schoening of
Ledbetter.
"LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake 7 a.m. 354,3,
dom 0.2-.
Below dam 302.2, down 0.2
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 354.3,
down 0.2..
Below dam 312.8, up 8.4.
Sunset 5:51, Sunrise 6:28

Take Good Our Annual
Care of
ng
Spri
Your Car!

Car Care
Section
Will Run In

100'0 polyester double knits and
polyester/silk double knits, consisting of fancy jacquards, linen
•look, checits, seersucker knits and
solids. First quality, all full bolts.

Ail

54"
WIDE

bottom weight
in ducks,
goods
twills, gabardines,
khaki and bull deniffls..Fashion
Spring colors.

WOVEN

SPRING PLAIDS
silk, woven
Spring plaids. Great looking
patterns for Easter sewing.
Full bolts.
Polyester

March 20th Issue Of

YARD

5/8" TO
11/2" WIDE

RUFFLED LACE
yARDs1 00

KNITS
YARD

We will make every effort to contact all
businesses that may be interested in participating in this section.

Rachel lace, Nyesta
solid and rib knits, plus
knitted sheers of Arnel
and Nylon. Great Spring
colors, all full bolt.

5

FOR

White and beige colors.

AND SAVE

INSTANT
100%
DOUBLE KNIT

POLYESTER SUNDRESS

Our deadline is Wednesday, March 15th.
45"
WIDE

If we fail to contact you please give our advertising department a call at

DRESS
PRINTS

753-1919
Ai tA
4

Wierray
Ledger & Times
,
„ifs'
, N
ob.
(irc.rfe;

Super.
Savings
at.
Big K!

They're simply super! 100", polyester
in
knits
double
bright Spring print.
One seam makes
this into a ready-towear sundressl •

'ScYARD
Polyester and cotton dress prints in fashion folds. All new spring patterns and colors. Machine washable.

1.1-Air Shopping Confer
Equal appertimitY IMPleler
Omit alga k"..""

•

SOLIDS

D
7,,R
9
SHOP BIG K

and

60" WIDE.

Milierray Ledger & Times

45"
WIDE
SWEAR
SPORT

Murray, Ky.
753-sill

VISA
•

Prices God Thurs., March 2 thru Wet,March 8

HEADQUARTERS
SEND FOR A

CASH
•

_mu

Mail in one cash register tape with the
prices of the participating Brands circled
and the net weight or fluid ounce statements from these fine brands totaling at
least 36 points along with the required
certificate found on display in our stores:
.CriSCCE Oil 48 Cwt.12 points
Duncan Hines Cake Mix
or Moist & Easy
4 points
Jif 18 oz.
6 points
Duncan Hines Brownie Mix
--notary Sii,e
rp-oints
Pringle's Twin Pack
6 points

REFRESHING

- *MAXIMUM REBATE $3.50
'
,Sorry, no rebate on Alcoholic Beverages, Poultry Products, Tobacco.
Milk or Dairy Products
Limit one rebate (maximum rebate $3 SO) per name or address Maul in by March
26, 1978
Soo Our display tor complete (Mails and required certificate

Lettuce

.s

rr
California Naval

6 79

Oranges

For

18 Oz.
Save 20'

Margarine
-

Hyde Park

Rose Milk

Oz. Tomblor

Biscuits
110L Gans

6/79c
W
•

Kooblor

a
am
maga
ama. amao

Jam

ala,
aiima

a.

Town House
Crackers

Frosty Acres

Blackeye Peasniasit
Frosty
sy Alipesuppies ,Lb 59c

1 Lb. Box Save 18'

YOUR BEST BUY
Swiftest

Cottage
Cheese

Armour Test Tender U. S. D. A. Choice

Round Steak
Loan Boneless
Rolled

Rump
Roast
$1 39

Loan

Steak
$1 79

A

24

- Save 30'

c
99

Wisk
Laundry Detergent

Ground
Chuck
$139

Del-Monte

lb.

Spinach

Fresh Water

15 Oz. Save 9'

FREE $100.00 BILL

2

Given Away Each Week
Register each time you
are It the store for the
each week
,s
ilyeer
etkaway
giv

Amy No. 1

Sliced
Bacon

Last
Fannie L. Adams
Winner
Street
Poplar
*NothingT
p
to Bey *No Cords
'ma .AII You Do Is
Each Time You Are
Reg
e In e Store
or Drawing Wednestle,/ at 8:00 p. m. New Contest Starts Thursday

99

Morning.
eft Of Parker's and their Families not eligible to win

12 Oz. Pkg.

sAdulLs

:
P
nnC ma
ning.
iregiater..You do not have to be present to win

* "If You Matc • ur • ua ity... ou an t eat Sur 'rice
4

We Accept U.S.
Government
Food Stamps.

Home Owned
and
Home Operated
Joe M. Parker
and
Sammy Joe Parker'
s Owners

;If
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Senate
by
sponsored
President Pro Tem Joe
Prather, D-Vine Grove, • to
establish lower lifeline rates
that we continue to allow for elderly and low income
expenses to increase and Kentuckians.
when something
increase
Rogers was the only
could be done by the (catiofi) committee member t6 -vote
administration in that area."
"I
a ainst the b. sa
ogers,
o n
think Rld people could get a
Somerset, said the committee better break" if Prather's bill
appeared to be ready to throw were approved.
810 million up fort grabs
without knowing bow the
F.W. Woolworth opened hi,
money will be spent.
He said the Committee first five-and-ten-cent store
should instead approve a bill, Utica, N.Y., in 1879.

MISS YOUR PAPER?

Committee Okays Bill Aimed At Energy Assistance
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) —
Dospite objections from some
committee members that its
may,a Senate
wo?1,5ing is
oved a bill to
implements, Gov. Julian
costenergy
Carroll's
assistance program for
elderly, • low-income
Kentuckians.
The measure would provide
a $10 million appropriation
over the next two years to

reimburse eligible Kentuckians for winter utility
bills.
and
The _Public
Comittee
Transportation
postponea ac ion
mealure last week after
deciding_ that the bill submitted by the governor's office contained no guidelines
for spending the money.
Rep. Bill Quinlan, DLouisville, committee

chairman, said Tuesday that
At the suggestion of Sen.
the original bill was nothing Doug Mosely,R-Columbia,the
more than a "do-good memo committee amended the bill to
to theDepart:11=$ for HtIlliatt acid an accountability clause.
Resources." Under the amendment the
. The legislation approv • y •epartmen wou
..ve to
the committee authorizes the submit a report detailing how
department to establish the money was spent to the
regulations for allocating_interim Public Utilities and
paymentr Such payments Transportation Committee by.
1,1979.
would be made only during July .
The measure was also
four months of any 12-month
amended to make it clear that
period,
.=•

En

.
Il
0
a .

payments could be made to
anyone in need, including
those not seiged by a public
utility.-or'wfio procure their
own wood or coal.
ose,y
eeis
tackles- the problem of high
utility bills from the wrong
end.,
.-I agree that-the poor and
elderly need relief," he said,
but the problem is not that
they're poor or elderly, but

Subscribers who Wee lot
received *Or boardolreered
erspy of Ibis Norm Le*/ &
Times by 5:30 p.is. Ittoesiog-,
Friday or by 310p. es. ea Setolays aro urged to cal 753-1116

WI.

all
leMr
e
r

'
'
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(Metal)

as •ictureci

STP
Oil
'Treatment

I

We have the largest selection of fishing and hunting equipment in this area

Igloo

ir

J4
)
,
:11149a.turtie

Zebco 202
Special

JP,ER HARI)Srn"
"T y

Bring your
rod with•
broken or missing
tip this weekend. We
wiH replace the tip for
$1.00 including labor.

Gallon $1477

For Your.
Cleaning and
Waxing Needs!

)
(
I1
urat
tw

-Special- $1095

o Repair
Special

Polishing
Cloths

1

Big Bass Caller, Still made out of wood,
not plastic

Special $1
"
1

Contact
Cement
Pint $277

Sale

12 Pack
Cooler

Dalton Twist

-.

MO
'

5000 POUND CAPACITY

Uncle Jeff's Sporting Goods Dept.

Now In Stock

tAAO

oil

P

ome items not exactl

Mechanics
Creeper

II

ill
--i. in • 111 II Ell 11/1-14 • EN
.
II11.IImil1116-1
11111.•111111b•MINIMIl lial...lreil l

HIGHWAY 641—MURRAY, KY

Steel
Car
Ramps

Oil
Drain
Pan

Car
Wax
Kits
Liquid or Paste

$197
Smooth running, oil -retaining metal
gears. Polished stainless steel spinnerhead with 20 pickup points. Easy-change,
rust-resistant zinc spool loaded with approximately 75 yds..of 10-1b.--test Zebco
premium monofilament.

Compound
Bow

-Archer
Target

Dart
Games

Heavy duty backing
designed to cushion
impact even from a
compound bow.

Reg. $2.89

595

Special$1

Vicks
Formula 44
Extra strength coogh mixture 6 Oz.

Safe,lust pain retie} • withein Aspirie - 100
Tablets

Cricket
Disposable
Butane
Lighter
7bossseeds of lights, edlestabie
flame

Sal

Efferdent
Denture
Cleanser
Tablets

L Colored
For Stuffing
Toys, Pillows,
-Decorations
Washable

Jeans
Assorted Styles

$1 19
Men's Wrangler

Denim
Shirts
Colgate
Toothpaste
foe* Sin 7 Oz. Tube

$289
Sale

Jeans

etterdent

Westclox Bingo
Keywound Alarm Clock
7';Os. ler.

Girls' Denim

Reg. $1.49

46'

36 Hour movement, single key winds both
time and alarm. Sweep alarm indicator,
luminous dial. No. 15056

Mountain Mist
100% Polyester

Western Cut
Pre-Shrunk
Machine Washable
$1')99
Uas
Only
Sizes 14-18

Men's
Dress Socks
Luxurious Orlon
with Lycra.
Stay-up-tops. Choice of Rust,
Dark Green,U.Green

Now Only 664
Reg.99

lip

Tampax
Tampons

Lysol
Disenfectant
Spray

Entire
Stock
Ladies

Hand
Bags

Disinfects earl D•040624111
Giant 111 Os.

Ladies' Pre-Washed

Denim
Jeans
By Wrangler

30% .„
Sizes 5/6 to 15/16
Special Selection

Rerriar Cr Soper (comely redcaps of 40
Sale $1 59
Salo Yore Choice

:
74
:err
Arbitnr
41.
*
/
1
2% No. NMI
4a Oz.

Noxzema
Skin Cream

Ayds Reducing
Plan Candy
Vernal, Chocolate, Clemente
terecoteh - 11
/
2Paved Bus

filisn,

let

Shower
Curtains
Window
Curtains
To Match

Special Selection
Ladies'
& Men's

Shoes

•
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KET

Ashlarki

WKAS 25
WKGB 53
WCVN 54
INKZ1-23
WKHA 35
WKLE 46
.
, WI(51.1611
,.WKMA 35

Glow
Covington
.
Elizabethtown
Harald
.
L•aington-Flichmond. .
BOwlirig

Louisville

Madisonville .

Iaoreheed
Murray-Mai/44nd
Owenton
Pikeville
Somerset . .

WKMR 38
MARL/ 21
WKON 52
WKPI 22
WKSO 29

Boston-Butler .....
Cowen Creek-Eche
Falmouth
Louise
Whitesburg

TRANSLATORS
Barbourville

12

•
F.astain/Central TOON&
in Sztzecin" Gripping does,drama of a confrontation be8:30/7:30 a.m. to 3:30/2:30
tween striking Pi:114th clockwork.
p.m. KET IN-SCHOOL ,
1 150-1
ers and the head of the Polish
GRAMMING
Communist Party.3:30/2:30
LILIAS, YOGA
' 10:00/9:00
• MASTERPIECE
4 AND YOU ,
THEATRE: ANNA KARENI•
4:00/3:00 SESAME STREET
NA Alexei Karenin's suspicions
5:00/4:00 MISTER ROGERS
*about his wife's conduct are
NEIGHBORHOOD
•
finality confirmed.
5:30/4:30
ELECTRIC COM11:00/10:00
KENTUCKY
PANY
GENERAL ASSEMBLY 1978
600/5:00. ZOOM 6:30/5:30 OVER EASY
7:00/6:00 THE MACNEIL /
FRIDAY,
_MARCH 3
'LEHRER REPORT
Eastern/Central Times
7:30/6:30 KENTUCKY GENERAL ASSEMBLY 1978
• 8:30/7:30 a.m. to 3:30/2:30
8:00/7:00
ONCE UPON A
p.m. KET IN-SCHOOL PRO"Lorna Docrne" • GRAMMING
CLASSIC
Young -John earns a reputation
3:30/2:30 'LILIAS, YOGA
as a strong wrestler, a straight
AND YOU
shot and a good farmer.
4:00/3:00 SESAME STREET
8:30/7:30 STUDIO SEE Meet a
5:00/4:00 MISTER ROGERS
real-life "Rocky" in the form of
NEIGHBORHOOD
teenage championship boxer
5:30/4:30 ELECTRIC COMHarold Knight.
PANT

6:30/5:30 OVER EASY 7:00/6:00 THE MACNEIL /
LEHRER REPORT
7:30/6:30 KENTUCKY GENERAL ASSEMBLY / KENTUCKY NOW
WASHINGTON
8:0017:00
WEEK IN REVIEW
8:30/7:30
WALL STREET
WEEK
9:00/8:00 ELIZABETH R Glenda Jackson stars in this *x-Part
series on the life of Elizabeth I.
19:30/930 THE ORIGINALS
"Anonymous Was A Woman"
11:00/10:00
KENTUCKY
GENERAL ASSEMBLY 1978
SATURDAY,
MARCH 4
Eastern/Central Times

12:30 p.m./11:30 a.m. NEW '•
SHAPES: EDUCATION
1:00/12:00 GED SERIES "Social Studies II: Economics"
1:30/12:30 GED SERIES "Social Studies III . Anthropology"
2:00/1:00 -TEACHING LIFE
SCIENCES IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
2:30/1:30 DANIEL 'FOSTER,
M.O. "Infertility and Pituitary
Tumors"
111"
---64420424042-440041XCARI.ET-TE- •
3:30/2:30 CROCKETT'S VICTORY - GARDE/I- Jim "dIstuttes
the unusual epiphyte plant. 1R)
THE FRENCH
4:00/3:00
CHEF "Summer Salads"
ONCE UPON A
4:30/3:30
CLASSIC "Lorna Doone" IR
from Thu)
'5:00/4:00 CONSUMER SURVIVAL KIT "Moving, Product
INA 12 - Open 11 a.m.to Midnight
Liability, Tots" (Captioned)
5:..30/4130 TURNABOUT ."Cliet...
Mania" (Captioned)
8:00/5:00 NOVA "'The 13rear
Wine Revolution" Nova unlocks
the secrets of the grape that baffled wine-makers and drinkers
for centuries. IA)
THE ADAMS
7:00/6:00
CHRONICLES "John Quincy
Adams, President"
8:00/7:00 .N.E,vg '013LENNIS
Served with
Documentary
CONCERTO
Choice of
abourBlack classical music comPotato 8
poser Roger Dickerson.
Garlic Bread
'JERUSALEM
9:00/8:00
PEACE Impressionistic look at
Jerusalem.
the city of
SOANDSTAGE
10:00/9:00
"The Doobie frrothers
MONTY PY11:00/10:00
$1 99
Served With Potato
THON'S FLYING CIRCUS
8 Gorlte8read
MARCH 5
SUNDAY, -_
Eastern/Central Times SESAME
8:00/7:00 a.m.
STREET'
ROGERS
MISTER
9:00/8:00
$199
NEIGHBORHOOD
With Potato 8 Garlic Bread
0
9:30/8:30 ZOOM
10:00/9:00 SESAME STREET
asagna with Garlic Bread
175
$
4 ,
•
11:00/10:00 INFINITY FAC-TORY.
•
11:30/10430 STUDIO SEE
12:00/11.00 REBOP
12:30/11:60 ANYONE FOR
With Potato and Brood
from
"Poetry
TENNYSON
World War l"
WASHINGTON
1:00/12:00
Servedasr
WEEK IN REVIEW
WithSalael,
WAL-L STREET
1:30/12:30
1.1 S Choice
$425.
WEEK
•
2:00/1:00 WORLD "Three Days
in Szczecin" Gripping docudrama about union unrest in
Communist Poland.(RI
3:00/2:00 GREAT PERFOR"Count Dracula"
MANCES
75
-Part I- Louis Jourdan stars in
Both With Potato 8 Brood (a
4
-- .
11
the title role of the sinister vampire king.
4:00/3:00 THE BRONTES A

us
10

March " Joseph Silverstein is
guest soloist
9:00/8:00
MASTERPIECE
THEATRE: _ANNA. KARENI•
NA Anna stuns Karenin by revealing that She is carrying
Vronsky's child.
10.00/9:00
ROYAL HEMTAGE
-George IV"
•
MONDAY,
MARCH 6.
Eastern/Central Times

Sybil Robinson -in recital •
p.m. KET IN-SCHOOL- PROGRAMMING
of the poems, prose and letters
3:30/2:30 TEACHING LIFE
of the three Bronte sisters..
SCIENCES IN THE ELEMEN
5:00/4:00 HARD TIMES LouiTARY SCHOOL
sa's marriage to BounderbY
4:00/3!00- SESAME STREET
comes to an end,' and Mr. Grad'
grind learns that his son is ar5:00/4:00 MISTER ROGERS
sponsible for the robbery of
NEIGHBORHOOD
•5:30/4:30
ELECTRIC COM- .
Bounderby's bank. (Final epiPANY
sode)
6:00/5:00 ZOOM
6:00/5:00 CROCKETT'S VIC.6:30/5:30 OVER EASY
TORY GARDEN Jim-starts his
7:00/6:00 THE MACNEIL /
crops of cabbage, broccoli; cau- LEHRER REPORT liftower, leeks and parsley.'
7-:30/6;30 KENTUC.XY. GEN.GED _SERIES .."SciERAL ASSEMBLY 1978
&Ice I The Heart"
8:00/7:00 NATIONAL GEO7:00/6:00 GED SERIES "SciGRAPHIC SPECIAL "The Livence II: The Blood"
ingSands of Namib" In this sun7:30/630 BOOKBEAT "High
-baked ejtpase-of sand and rock
Treasork, at Catfish_ Bend" by
live unusual plants and strange
Ben Lucien Burman
creatures that have adapted to
8:00/7:00 EVENING AT SYMone
of our planet's most hostile
PHONY Colin Davis leads the
environments.
Boston Symphony Orchestra
9:00/8:00
MEETING OF
in
Mendelssohn's —Wedding
...Ks

MINDS Iii this new season, host
Steve Allen talks to historical
figures in • mock tenant created
by
10:00/9:00
him.,
THE ORIGINALS
"Helen Frankenthater"
10:30/9:30 ANYONE FOR
TENNYSON "The Brontes of
Haworth"
ITI0/10:00'
ingtucxy
GENERAL ASSEMBLY 1978

THE CROWDED LIFE A dam
manual/ 'Portrait of Eric Hotter,
the -longshoreman-philosopher" -*ewe •hes stirred America
with his thought provoking observations on the human condition. (RI
11:00/10:00
KENTUCKY
GENERAL ASSEMBLY 1978
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 8
Eastern/Central Times .

Elostern/Centtal Times
8!30/7:30 a.m. to 3:30/2:30
p.m. KET IN-SCHOOL ITO-CRAMMING
3:30/2:30 LILIAS. YOGA AND
YOU
4:00/3:00 SESAME STREET
5:00/4:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30/4:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
6:00/5:00 ZOOM
6:30/5:30 OVER EASY
740440 THE MACNEIL /
LEtIREA REPORT
:30 KENTUCKY GENERAt ASSEMBLY 1978
8:00/7:00 EVENING AT POPS
SPECIAL: ON THE ESPLANADE Arthur idler and the
Pops throw a 4th of July PartY
concert for 300,000 people on
the banks of Boston's Charles
River.(90 min)
9:30/8:30 ERIC HOFFER•

p.m. KET IN-SCHOOL PROGRAMMING
3:30/2:30 LILIAS, YOGA AND
YOU
)1:90/3:00 SESAME STREET-5:00/4:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30/4:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
6:00/5:00 ZOOM
6:30/5:30 OVER EASY

7:00/6:00 THE MACNEIL
LEHRER REPORT
7:30/6:30 KENTUCKY GEN.
ERAL ASSEMBLY 1978
8:00/7:00 NOVA "The Case
of Ancient Astronauts" Is it
possible that thousands of years
ago astronauts from other
worlds visited earth? Nova ex" leiliferice for these
arrilnet
popular theories.
9 /8:00 GREAT 'PERF0111oont,Iacute'
-Pa)t II. Louis Jourdan as Count
Dracula, stalks England for new
victims to join the ranks at the
undead.
10:00/9:00 MARK RUSSELL
COMEDY SPECIAL
10:30/9:30 FEVER This portrait of Brazil's annual carnival
covers three days and nights of
rituals of a Black African heritage.

•

Free For The Asking/
write

'BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071

••
OP
•••

Majestic
House

SAVE 10% to 20% on on exciting selection of
• furniture •floor coverings • draperies •lamps & accessories

Steak•Pirza

'

Starting Moodily Foh. 27_

Daily Specials

Monday - Fresh Chicken

Dinner - $1.75
Ground &Mid
Dinner - $1.65

Tuesday - Ribeye Dinner
Wednesday - FlOunder

L

Thursday. Ground.Round _
- $1115
Friday - Saturday - Sunday

Ribeie
Sunday

•

Ritmo Dinner - sin
Fresh Chicken Dinner - 1

6uffeesta 11"x14" trotbutit
NO OBLIGATION
TO BUY!
• Children or adults
posed individually or
in groups

in these Dining Rooms

• Limit one free
portrait per family
• Choose your 11x14 from
several poses
• Excellent quality and
color reproduction
• Portraits will be
delivered to our '
store

Pluthuytapitetia Haw
t
a
r -reeei
.
NaULIZIELOrdir

March 2,3,4,5
Daily 11:00 to 8:00
Sunday: 1:00 to 5:00

Open Every Friday Night .-.
" 'ETHAN ALLEN FURNITORE,

114 North Third Street... Ph. 443-6257 ... Paducah, Ky...; Convenient Terms
•

•
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WHAT WE DO best is
care. Ni7Edline, 753-6333'.

F.
Contact
Products.
Holman Jones,217 South
13th.. phone 753-3128. ail

BIBLE FACTS INC.
God is master of perfection not confusion! When
you, read God's inspired
word, it means exactly..
what it says, and does
not need interpretation.
11 Corinthians 4:3 states,
But if our gospel is hid,
it is hid to them that are
lost." For individual
Rible Study or study by
phone call 753-0984.

If You
Need Them:
753-1441
753-1611
753-695/
753-9331

Fire
Police
Rescue
Ambulance
Hospital
Emergency,
Humane Sociity

753-5131

753.22
753-75Sit
• 753-0929
753-NEED
753 2288

Poison Control
Senior Cihiefis
Needline
Learn To Read

1

Social

l

COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
- Artcraft,-116 South 12th.,753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear entrance.

ConcernCommittee and
The Ledger &

'MY NEW CAR 1..S N01" GUZZLING AS MUC-H

6. Help Wanted
OPPORTUNITY in sales
and management with
Teatinfurelor alb-barons ,
people. Could be part
time. Call 759-1370.

EXPERIENCED
waitresk. ,-Apply- in
person _- l'renhoirns,
Chestatit.

WANTED
BILLING
Clerk
split shift
work
to
, TEACHER NEEDS'
6-10 a. m. and 4-8 p. m.
babysitter in my home
Monday-Friday. Must
for one year old girl.
be a good typist. Call
753Call -after 4 p. at.
Linda Waugh Paschall
FREE
4820.
_ . _
Truck Lines .Inc„ J53CAMPER
1717 between 1:30-3 p. m.
SALES LADIES FABRIC
An Equal .Oppgtunity
SHOW
STORE- Beautiful new
Employer.
All
types
of
needlewoman fabric
Recreation& Vehicles.
store soon to open in the
WANTED MIDDLE Age
Held at the Paducah
Central Shopping Center
Lady to come stay with
"
Mall.
has Opening for sale!
,two
all the
ladles. Apply In person
February 27
well. Call 753-5757.
pay
Thursday March 2nd 9 a.
thre March 5
John
Mr.
m. -6 p. m.
Lewis.
Times

HELP WARTED

NOTICE
All dogs must be vaccinated, licensed and
tagged in city limits. All owners responsible for dogs will be charged. Please
keep your pets tied or in pen.
Thank You,
Your Dog Warden

Public Notice
Poplar Springs announces the completion of its
new Educational Building, therefore the old
Poplar Springs Church Building is for sale. Invitation to bid may be mailed to Danny Phillips,
Route 6,13431150, MlieraY;Keritlicliy,
42V71,Phone
753-5033. Property will be opened for inspection
upon request and will be opened on Saturday,
March 4th, 1978. At that time bids will be accepted until 11:00 a.m. For further information
call 753-4698 or 753-4001.
'

PEANUTS

WANT PERSON for
general office work,
good
have
must
background in accounting. Call Unda
Waugh, Paschall Truck
Lines Inc. 753-1717
between 1:30 and 3 p. m.
An Equal Opportunity
Employer.

f
1111111EIVNIEEN .
ieeds
full and part time employees, male and
female to work day
and night shifts. Must
be 18 years old or
older. No phone calls.
Apply in person only.
Do not apply between
hours of 11 a. m.-2 p.m.

GAS AS MY-OLD GAS GUZZLER,BUT ITS
GUZZLING MORE GAS THEN -THEY SAID
IT WOULD GUZZLE."
15. Articles For Sale
FIREWOOD FOR SALE,
$16.50 and up. Call 4374228.
COUCH and chair, $100.
Dinette 4 chairs, $50.
Bed and chest of
drawers, $100. Other
items of houseware. Call
759-1225 between 4 and,6
p. m.
STOVE, COUCH and
chair. Also bedroom
suite. Call 753-8218.
_
COP_PERTONE.
KELVINATOR side by
side refrigerator. Runs
good. $125 or offer. Older
electric stove, works
good. $45 or offer. Five
piece kitchen set, $30.
1970 6.50 BSA chopped,
make offer. Demco
Super Satellite base
station, $275 or offer.
Call 436-2238.

15. Articles For Sale
FLUFFY SOFT a
bright are carpets
cleaned with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer Western
Auto, home of "Wishing
Well Gift Shop."

. 1871 12. g.13

ZENITH SPRING SALE.
25" color consoles from
$539.95 with trade in. All
TV's reduced. Sissons
can save you money.
Sissons Zenith Highway
94, 19 miles West of
Murray. Call"382-2174.
Our prices are the
lowest.
27 Mobile Home Sales

GRAIN BINS, Early
Order Sale. Order now
take delivery. next
summer. We offer the
beat bins at lowest cost.
Agrj-Products, 753-3000
or 753-9920.
4V5e0
1978 United Feature Syndicate. Inc

iFOUND 2 HUBCAPS.
Can love it identified
and pay for ad. Call 7533102.

sovigoNE to

payment on console
stereo. AM-FM stereo,
player-recorder.
tape
See at J and B MusicMagnavox, Murray, 7537575.

19 Farm Equipment

5 lost And Found

.

Cart

1,4 ADVERTISING
DEADLINES

Sewing WANTED

regular attachments.
Fully guaranteed. Sews
perfect. Full cash price,
$39.50. Payments may
be arranged. Call
Martha Hopper, 3548619.'

1111E1 QUEEN is
looking for someone to
train as a swing shift
manager. Work will
alternate between day
and night shifts.'Must
be 18 years old or
older. Prefer someone
with past fast food experience. No phone
calls. Apply in person
only:Do not apply between hours of 11 a. m.2p. m.

27 Mobile Home Sa:e,

/6 `..1 Radio

USED SINcsER

1S1 1S1S
Comprehensitt

All display ads.
displays
Classified
and regular disdiay,
must be submitted
-_12._noon. the dab'
befarepublication
reader
All
classifieds must be
submitted by 12 noon
the day
before
publication.

18 Se*toe,

2 Notice

LINDA DILL'S .Flea
Market is now.-se,.:4The
Country Image." Gifts,
souvenirs, fireworks,
Mexican imports,
handmade items, sheet
fiberglass in colors,
fiberglass underpinning
and fiberglass roofing.
Big
RE-OPENING'
MARCH - 1ST. At The
Country Image, 3 miles
West of Dover, Tenn. On
Highway 79 at the Big
Indian.

3E 10

WEST KY. GRAIN
HANDLING
Equip- 19/5 12 X 65, Two.
ment7 bins, -buckets - bedroom; 2 bath, all
elevators, farm fan
electric, central heat
dryers. Call 1=382-2126
and air, fully carpeted,
at night 1-345-2437 or 1unfurnished, like new.
E474558.
See at Riviera Ct, or call
753-3280 before 5 p.m.
20 Sport, [nu dment
USED SCHWINN Continental 10 speed, good
condition. Original cost
$135.00. Asking $70.00.
Must sell. Call 753-5615
after 5 p. m.

BOYS 12" bicycle .with.
training viheels In extra- good shape,$16.00. Want
BALDWIN PIANOS and
to buy boys 16" bicycle
organs, used pianos.
in good shape. Call 489Lonardo Piano Co.,
2510.
across from Post Office,
Paris,-TN.
WORLD. ROOK - Chikl.
repCraft. Sales
WURLITZER
ORGAN
resentative wanted. Call
with 'Leslie revolving
Mrs. Copes, 1-898-787t
speakers. Like new. Call
after 5 p.m. L-13:
753-4865.

12 x 65 TRAILER and lot.
Call 767-4479.
THREE BEDROOM New
Moon, all electric, fully
carpeted. Furnished and
air conditioned. $3500.
See at Riviera Cts or call
- 753-3280 before=5.

111121111111

THREE PIECE bedroorn
suite, Simmons mattress and box springs,
$125. Also 2 piece living
room suite, f year old.
Call 753-7523.

HEATER,
TWO WOOD COOK ELECTRIC
4,000
watt
four
stack
STOVES, one Home
Conifort, one Majestic. • Matthews,$34.99. Wallin
Hardware. Paris.
Both nice. Call 753-6083.
18 Sewing
HELP
MEAT, friszen, produce HOUSE OF Thousands in
and candy refrigerated
WANTED
Fox Meadows on Southcases with compressors.
16th St. Now In Stock.
Cooler doors, meat saw,
Columbia Minervr
Laird Brick Co.,
greeting card displays,
Orlon acrylic yarns in 4
Puryear Tennessee
miscellaneous store,
ply worsted weight,
has openings for
14 Want To Buy
----and _office_ equipment.
Sporn weight, also baby
responsible Excellent condition. Still
Must be willing to
and fingering weight.
REGULAR size baby bed
operating. W. G. Lees,
work evening shift.
Many pattern books and
and small chest, prefer
1014 Ste. Genevieve,
Apply in person at ofleaflets. Over 30 designs
maple. Call 489-2678.
fice from 8:00 AM to
Farmington, MO 63640.
in painted latch hook
5:00 PM.
dOOD USED MOgILE
canvas. Complete color
homes. Call 1-527-8322.
of pre-cid or skein
line
FOR SALE
rug yarn. All types
and
embroidery
JUST A LITTLE FRENO4
needlepoint. Complete
THERE,SIR TO KEEP
line of accessories for all
liOU ON YOUR TOES..
Needlearts. 15 per cent
Thornton
Senior Citizen discount.
Tile
Also professional
& Marble
monogramming done by
612 So. 9th
Eva.Phone 753-3855.

WILL -TEACH piano
lessons. Call Karen
Coles, 759-1977.
23 Exterminatirig
^

4

FREE
Termite
Inspection

Certified Iv IPA
' Avoid Costly Rome Replan

Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control
d siper••••1 ever II
11•••• •••••41
yews. Os set op ow *salmon mei job
Is frisimg.
lee South 136- EA.
hone 753-3914

USED 14 x 65 Mobile
home partially furnished. Central beat. All
electric. Two bedroom.
Priced to sell. Call 4891157.
LUXURY 'MOBILE
home. One of a kind. 14
20 living room. Master
bedroom- 12x24. Bath
and half. Washer,dryer,
stove and refrigerator.
Three bedrooms, utility
room, 2 -large carpeted
porches, gas heat,
central air, all new
carpeting. Call Riviera
Cts.,753-4812.

Ws baths. 3

Call 753-9570.
1177 VILLAGE MOBILE
home, 12 1 48. All
electric. Occupied only 3
months. Call 753-9603
after 5 p. m.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOME spaces
for families. Coach
Fox
and
Estates
Meadows, South 16th,
-3965,753
MOBILE HOMES iind •
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
31 Want To Rent
WANTED-air cured
tobbacco base. Call 7530148.
32 Apartments For Rent
El_Q1d
BE
FURNISHED, married
couples and singles only.
ApartZimmerman
ments, South 16th. Call
7534609.
NEW TWO BEDROOM
Townhouse apartment
Range, refrigerator, .
dishwasher, disposal,
washer-dryer hookup.
All carpet. Central heat
and air. Call 753-7540.
FIVE ROOM APARTMENT in Murray with
garage and appliances
furnished. $125 per
month. Call 753-5447
after 5:30 p. m.
34 Houses For Hers!
OUSE FOR RENT
1702 Farmer. Three
bedroom, 2 baths, immediate occupancy. Call
collect 404-457-3075 for
details.
36 For Rent 'Jr Lease

1971 LANCER M(113ILE
-home:- 12- X 60, • 2bedroom, 1 bath, large
living room and kitchen.
Partially furnished, new
carpet. Real good
condition. Call 527-9183.

Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758

WALLIS DRUG

Roaches,Sliver F.

*PRESCRIPTIONS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS

and Shrubs

•HOLUST Elk OSTOMY PRODUCTS

55 Gallon
Drums

''ES SIR Ii1R
Mq TEACHER SEW lIE
TO SEE YOU aiECAU5E
I YE BEEN FALUNG ASLEEP
IN CLASS AGA..

AUCTION ABSOLUTE SALE
I" CANT

WAIT

527 ACRES & FARM IMPLEMENTS

DOG FOOD

ALL DAY

Saturday, March 11th, 10:00 A. M.
Clinton, Ky.-3 Mi. NE of Clinton on Hwy 703

IVO Lowed ;wove Socks.

BEETLE BAILEY
GREAT STUFF
THAT NEW
MI RiiCLE
GLUE

SOMEONE BROKE INTO THE
TOOL ROOM ANO SAWED ALL
THE RAKE HANDLES INTO
LITTLE PIEC.E6

BLOWN
MEN CAN COOK,

-1

7,0

,.1)
LEVEL.OR HEAPING

`? KNOW "A,

•....A,
A4C+NC,

THE PHANTOM
MORE
WATER?'

ENOUGH
THANKS..

WE 5i:LL HAVE
OUR WELL.
TwEY GOuLPN'T
FiuRN; THAT...

7EVERYTHING

WE
HAP„60NE HAVE
Tq,START ALL OVER

AGAIN,

WON'T BE HARD.
DiDN'T HAVE
ANYTHING NORTH
KEEPING,..

SAME
,
OLC

JOE.

7.11::-

jr

Land to be sold in 4 tracts end thee offered us.
whole.
287 Acres which includes modern brick home
with basement, 4 grain'bins (13,200 bu.), cattle
barn,farm equipment bldg. Higly improved and
1"2 mi. hwy.frontage.
- TRACT NO. 2
90 Acres with 2 bdrm. Tenant house with bath.
Ars() hwy.frontage.
TRACT NO. 3
84 kes with Hwy.frontage. No buildings.
TRACT NO.4
66 Acres on Rock Road with no buildings.
This is highly productive row crop land. Highly
improved. Possession in 30 days.
IMPLUAENTS
1086 IHC Tractor 1976(Cab, Air, Heat), 806 MC
Tractur,5604HC Tractor 1958, 815 IBC Combine
1975(Cab, Air, Heat),6 Row INC Corn Head 1976,
.JD 6 Row Planter (Fertilizer and Insect Attachment), Brillion 6 Row Cultivator, 13'
Graham Chisel Plow (New), 18.&' INC 475 Disc
Harrow (Fold-up), 19.5' M&W Harrow for Disc
Harrow, 5114 Oliver Semi-Mount Pio*, 12' INC
no. 37 Wheel Disc Harrow,7' INC Offset Disc,JD
3 Point Hitch Sprayer & Boom, 2-200 Gal. Spray
Tanks & Mount Brackets, 1000 Gal. Water Tank,
1150 Gal. Water Tank,3" Pump for Water Tank,
3 Fuel Tanks with Stands, 125 Gal. Truck Fuel
Tank, Electric Fuel Pump, 20 Ton Hydraulic
Jack, 12 Ton Hydraulic Jack,Tool Box for Truck,
Hay Fork for Round.Bales (3 Point Flitch), AC
Round Baler, Miller AC Welder (Long Heads),
4 Ton
3
Bolt Bin with Bolts, Hydraulic Rams,1973/
x 4 Chev. Truck (Style Side), Stahl Chain Saw,
First Class Hand Tools, 12'Side Winder Mower,2
Racks for Round Bales, 2.J.Iquid Protein Tanks,
10 Rolls Barbed Wire, Rolls American Wire,
Steel Fence Posts, Wood Fence Posts, 1 Lot
Scrap Iron.
.
Contact:

Charles Mel 502-472-1109
or
Overton Real Estate & Auction Co.
Martir
Nite
•••01.

Union City,rn.
Ntte 901-932-2195

n 901-587-9547
_,

-

.er•

Original custom designs can transform a plain wall into a perfect
spot for planning the family menu,
storing fine dishes, or casual entertaining.
Designed With Liuf In Mind

AAA

WILSON

CUSTOM KITCHENS
Don May - Mgr.
3049 So. Beltline, Paducah, Ky.
Hours:
Saturday 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Mon.-Thurs.9 a.m. to.5 p.m.
. Sunday 1 p.m.-5
Friday 9 a.m.-8 p.m.
4i1MIRMISINK
-

5.

1

-

~
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AMERICAN ESKIMO
Spits puppies. Call 5542153, Paducah.
AKC* REGISTERED
German
Shepherd
puppies. Solid white and
solid black. Call 5542153_ Paducah.

To Buy-See Us
To Sell-List
With Us

FULTON
YOUNG
REALTY
753-7333

43.Heal Estate

forest Shoulders 7S3-111071
Chester Thomas'53-8274

WILSON
SoongI Sallsoimp. awl
Moo to ow tals bametthil
home at 1301 thiremod to appreciate tie quallty 4:ONi.
hmage*, malaria
?'u. Excleoive features lase,
thed.
radio .
*opium ait1 Mem*awe
kids. Let es show 'yes tlis
Meaty 3 bassima,2 WA kick
beam seism Oaly $42,340.

tree-shaded street is this
3 bedroom brick ranch
home just waiting for
your family. Fully
carpeted
throughout,
home has living room,
dining room, large den
and abundant storage
areas.- -Phone KOPPERUD REALTY, 7531222 or come by our
conveniently located ,
office in the White House
Building, _711 Main for
all your real estate
needs.

BIG HOUSE on the
Prairie... a greet home
for a family wanting lots
DON'T
of space. This bi-level PLEASE
brick has 4 bedrooms, SQUEEZE THE. . . kids
HAVE PROPERTY 111
into cramped quarters.
4',2 baths, dining room,
Meru 641 Nom*. Attractive
SELL? If you've been
Ideally arranged to
it... mai kick 3 bedroom
family room plus• a
Is... III Awe wooded lot.
thinking of selling, why
provide privacy for your
finished basement,2 car
Coale's! heat sad air.
MO us a_call?
large 'family. Large
- - garage, approimately
Fireplace. 1 car preps. lam5.
receive friendly,
living room, fanlily 5500 sq. ft. All this plus 8
porch mad patio. $45,000.
courteous service and
room, walk -out
acres. Call Loretta Jobs
753-3263 Anytime
professional advice at
basement with private
Realtors today for
no cost to you. We have
patio. 4 bedrooms, 2
further information on
clients waiting to parthis mint-farm. 753-1492. baths, 12 closets and START SPRING IN
chase.all _types of real
-con.
maay:...ather
Yestate so let us match a
veineces. Call
BUSINESS. New 51' x
SPIC & SPAN - Very
buyer to your property.
LORETTA
JOBS
24' Auto Clean-Up Shop.
neat three bedroom
KOPPERUD
Phone
REALTORS, 753-1492,
Heated and insulated,
brick home with central
753-1222
REALTY,
for an appointment tohot water heater, two 10
heat and air ideated
make
We
anytime.
see this quality built
x 10 overhead doors
northwest of Murray.
buying and selling real
home
floor drains, paneled
Phone
KOPPERUD
estate easy for you!
office and bath. 2 acres_
:REALTY, '753-1222-forRZALTO RS
Ofland only $15,500. Call
information on all
- Of come -by 105 -N. 12th
-shOthes listed for sale
'The Phone
BOYD-MAJORS REAL
through the MurrayESTATE, 753-8080.
Number In
Calloway
County
Multiple Listing SerSouth 12th at Sycamore
r
Poplar-denlo
vice.
TELEPHONE 7534161

Murray

PRICE ft-E-DIXES JO
Would You
Like To
Own Your
Own Home?
You can, if you
qualify. With no down
payment, 100% loan,
13 years financing.
Low closing cost and
8% less interest. Unbelievable.

•
hree
imCall
for

Call 753-2280
or 753-8298

on this lovely home
located 6 miles west of
Murray in scenic, quiet
location. Fireplace adds
cozy _ note ,to this 3
bedroom brick rancher.
Other features 'include
central heat and air,
attached, 2 car garage,
plus additional separate
garage ideal for storage
or workshop. Priced in
mid 30's and owners
want offer! Phone
KOPPERUD FitAl.:TY,
-753-l2 foe- more information.

ATTENTION BUSINESSES
Warehouse space available, CHEAPER than
owning your own,PLUS; no utilities, insurance,
taxes or maintenance. Just 100% DEDUCTION
with complete privacy and easykccess.

Call 753-3744 ditys
or 753-7618 nights
AUCTION SALE
March 3, 1 P.M.
At The Miller Seed and Popcorn Betiding, East Main
and Railroad tracks in Murray.
Big three story building piled full of tools, odd
furniture, appliances, antiques, junk of all kinds
that Mr. Miller has piled back for years. Hand
tools, team tools and gear, table saws, big electric motors, extension ladders, tarpaulins, odd
tractor tools, piles of seed and grain, rough roll
top desk, oak rocker, iron beds, beam and platform scales, cash register, adding machines,
moisture tester, check writing machine, hundreds of undescribable items. For information
call
Chester

and Miller
Auction Service

435-4128 or 435-4144 Lynn Grove
The owners or auctioneers will no be responsible
in case of accident.

Q14,114,TY

for 411 Your
Real Estate Needs Is

527-1468 - 753 9625

759-1707

A REAL BUY and easy to
,finance. . . This 3
bedroom brick has been
well maintained. Includes den, built-in
decorative bar between
dining room and kitchen, built-in storage in
utility room 10 x 10
workshop and only 5
-minutes from town. For
private showing, Call
LORETTA . JOBS
REALTORS at 753-1492.

Purdom I Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate
Southside Court Square

Murray, Kontacky

753-4451
LOOKING FOR that
special lot to build on
this spring? Look no
further! s Located in
Canterbury
lovely
Estates we have an ideal
lot for a split level. Take
a look at this lot located
at 1514 Oxford Drive
then call Linda Drake,
753-0492 or come by our
office for further
details. Be ready to
build this spring. John
C. Neubauer, Realtor,
505 Main St. 753-0101 or
753-7531.

Guy Spann Realty
Rey heals
In Reel fete.-

753-7724
901 Sycamore

litormy, Ky.

AUCTION
Sat. March 4th,
1978
10:00 a.m.

For Iliyision of Property of Wilma Mason I James Mason Located Approx. S miles
E. of Mayfield on hwy. SO soar Gob o Rd. The following items will be sold:
Personal Property
Tool box, gages and cutting torch, vise, drill press, grinder, electric welder,
battery charger, steam cleaner, boat and motor, depth finder, boat trailers,
electric wrench, skill saw, air compressor, 30" back hoe bucket:24" back hoe
bucket, concrete breaker, 18" back hoe bucket, for case tractor, 1968 Dodge
truck and tag along trailer-24', Buster Brown trencher, Davis trencher, 1,000
gallon gas tank and many other items.
Neal Estate
A lovely brick 3 bedroom home, 1 bath, living room, kitchen, utility room,1 car
garage, storage room, fireplace. Central air & fireplace, 2 car garage (or
workshop) with 3bay7storage shed attached-app. 4.44 acres of land - if you wish
to irkspeet this property call 527,3242 for appointment.
Terms of Sales
Personal property cash - Real-Estate 10% day of sale balance with deed.
Possession to be 45 days from date of sale. Announcements on date of sale take
presidence over printed matter.
!Any

Morgan, Trovalban and Gann, Inc.
111E8412A SIT 0$
loatoo, Kentucky
.Plemetrli174242
Pots T. Gums Jr. Ilsoliorror

.1

441

The Nelson
Shroat Co.,
Realtors
After Moors
759-1710
EXECUTIVE HOME IN
:GATES.BOROUGH has
home
This
everything for comfortable, convenient
family living. Many
outstanding features
including heat pump,
and
lovely
large
den,
fireplace
in
spacious 2 car garage, 3
/
2 baths,
bedrooms, 21
tastefully decorated
throughout. Let us tell
you more about it!
KOPPERUD
Phone
REALTY, 753-1222
anytime.

Waldrop Realty
-In Business
Since 1956"
753-5646
46 Homes For Sale
BY OWNER: Over 2000
sq. ft. living area plus 2.
car attached garage in
this exceptionally well
built
brick
ranch
trimmed in redwood.
Three bedrooms with
walk-in closets, living
room, formal dining
room, family room,
utility room off kitchen,
2 full baths, carpeting
throughout, drapes,
custom built cabinets,
appliances, central heat
and air, extra insulation, patio. Close to
schools. Only $44,900
now. Call 751-0376.

51 Services Offered

51 Seivices Offered

GENERAL HOME
remodeling,: framing,
aluminum siding and
gutters. Call 1-354-8951
or 1-362-4895.,

PIANO TUNING- I can
help you get the best
out of the years of
playing experience. Just
call me 8053-3682.

r..LEC
r
WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, heating.
Call 474-8841.

MITCHELL
BLACKTOPPINGsealing, .patching
stripping. For free
estimates call 153-1537.

FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimates for
your needs.

51 Services Offered

47 Motorcycles
SUZUXI 1975 550 GT.
Black, -windshield,
carrier and crash bar.
New condition. 4000
miles. $995 or best offer.
Call 753-0942.
1974 YAMAHA BT 250,
excellent,condition. call
436-5664.

WATCH AND CLOCK
repairing. All work
guaranteed. 108 Riviera
Ct. Ca11.759-1231.

BARGAIN: CAR batteriei, Willard brand, 2
year guarantee, $20.99;
3 years guarantee,
$24.99; 4 year guaran- • LICENSED ELECTRICIAN prompt eftee, 116.36; 5 year
ficient service. No job
guarantee, $30.99; 5
too small..Call Ernest
guarantee,
year
White, 'f53-0605.
maintenance free,
g34,99, Wallin HardALL TYPES backhoe and
ware,Paris.
septic tank work. Field
tile, lines installed, 28
49 Used Cars & Trucks
years
experience.
ifITS-CIPPLASS sopreme______Licessed-through Health_
Department. Call Rex
Brougham. Loaded,
Camp, 753-5933.
miles. List,
4,000
$8400.00 Call 753-8764.
SEPTIC TANK PUMPING. Residential and
1973 MERCURY Montego
commerciaLilex
Camp
Brougham. $1850. Cali
753-5933.
753-8158.
1976 MONTE CARLO,
AM-FM, 8 track,'priced
to sell. tall 753-3414. ,
1968 FORD GALAXIE,
automatic, power
Steerttig,-31Z-V-Itnator.
Good gas mileale.
Ashley wood stove
without jacket. Call 4362264.

BABYSITTING young
children in my home
Monday-Friday 6:30
a.m.-5 p.m. Hourly,
daily or weekly. Experienced. Call 753-5672.
PAINTING, INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall
finishing. 10 years experience. Call 436-2563,
Ralph Worley.

1975 AUDI, 4 door, 23,000 FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
miles. Automatic, air
needs. Also septic tank
power
condition,
steering and brakes; • cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
AM-FM radio. Excellent
436-5348.
condition. Call 753-7320
after 6 p.m.
1974 FORD COURIER
pickup. Automatic. low
mileage. Call 474-2789 or'
474-2257.
e

1971 WHITE Gold Duster.
Automatic with black
interior. $300. Days call
753-5844, 753-7495 nights.
1974 GREMLIN X, 6
cylinder, air conditioned, automatic
Luggage rack. Call after
5,753-6816.
1970 PONTIAC LE MANS
Sport. Mag wheels,
automatic, good condition. See at 206 Elm at
anytime.
1970 FORD VAN customized, . 40,000
miles, automatic shift,
SHARP. Call 753-6328.
$2500.00.
50. Campers
erf
1414
:0
;"
4°
1110
clams
irclif
FEVER

41

jW

SALE!

of

1978 Travel
Trailers
1978 Pep-Ups
Al weed Campers

*lop Off
$50" off
$50" oft

This appliei to all Campers
purchased before 4-1-28.
The only cure for Cabin Fever
is the outdoors and the best
way to enjoy the outdoors is
with a Starcraft Camper. Our
special prices make this
remedy easy to take.
Flank fin an cm.available

White's Camper Solos
be 1..lu hunt lawny,

BY CONTRACTOR new 4 bedrOom, 2 story,
nearing completion.
Formal dining, den,
with fireplace and bookcases. 24 baths, large
kitchen with built-in
appliances.
Energy
saving heat pump and
many more extras in
this quality built deluxe
home..Car753-3903.

HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 753-6614.

THREE BEDROOM on
South 131b,StrOf.-With 1
acre of land, garage
behind house. Call 7538541.

INSULATION BLOWN in
by -&
-"ifii si've on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimates.

FOR SALE-BY OWNER
house and 3.3 acres, 2
miles from Murray.
Modern 2 bedroom fully
carpeted with fireplace.
Built-in appliances. Lots
of cabinets and closets.
overlooking
Patio
private lake. Barn
suitable for horse or
pony, plus, outside.
storage building and shop. All on beautifully
-1an4oespred7
,
acres. Priced low 401
Call 753-9850.

GUTTERING BY Sears,
Sears Continuous gutters, installed per your
specifications.
Call
Sears 75.3-2110 for. free
estimates.

11.

ni-ee

51 Services Offered
KIRBY - New, rebuilt
starting at $45.00.
Complete Service. Call
Mike Hutchens, 753-3316.

WET „BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed 'Call or
virite Morgan Construction 'Co . Route 2,
--Bax-4094-44ittueslksiLf.
42001. Phone . day. or
night 442-7026

LICENSED ELECTRICIAN and gas.:,
_stallation
will
do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 7537203.

•

Chain Saw
And
Lawnmower
Sales and Service

FOR INSULATION
needs. Call Jackson
Purchase insulation,
759-1820.
AUTO CLEANUP, interior and exterior.
$25.00: For appointment
call 753-19
.
)7 betwegn 10
a.m. and 1 p.m. a.* for
-Terry.

INCOME TAX
and
bookkeeping
service.
Graduate accountant,
with tax experience.
Can-32741332 -after 3-30"
p.m.
CARPET CLEANING at
reasonable rate.
Prompt and efficient.
Custom Carpet Care,
753-13;15..

Eastside Small
Engine Repair

Fisher
•
Wood Skives
at

Great
Sayings
Good insurance for
WV&
-

Murray Home
& Auto
Chestnut Street

Illginmy 94 last
713441111

53 Feed And Seed
STRAW FOR SAL4.
Minimum 10 oalen.--ca14753-1287,
14 tree Column
SEVERAL ADULT cats,
male or female. Will
make barn cats. Call
437-4224.

11 la
41 1 6"4 1 -

WILL RUN ERRANDS or
" provide transportation.
Call 753-4590 for information.

FREE
20 MILE
DELIVERY
753-0984

ii.
.

10•4 locroaso
3-20-78
Roared end. reedy. Up to 12..24'. Also been sty60, offices, cotters,.
inobait bowie ad-ons, end patios, or U-BUILD, pro cut completely reedy
to alsomble op to 21160. ivy tbe best for toss.

QUALITY SilIVICE
Company Inc. Air condition -sales and service. Modern sheet
metal
department.
Larry
Wisehart,
President. Phone 7539290..

Hornbuckle's Barber Shop
*House
.Calls

Si.Services (Awed
ILL DO Housecieanin
vi '-'.wt.

OPEN WEEKDAYS
Hat.-Wed. 8-1
CLOSED ON Down *Hospital
ffl. Sa1.112:39
Calls
01-foir Cuts ',Shaves
209 Walnut Street.

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS

AUCTION SALE
Every Friday Med
541 Laotian Noeso,.Parfs, Tom.
Thii week we have two loads of good merchandise from St. Louis. High boy chest with
mirror, dresser to match, oak wardrobes,
Hoosier cabinet, unusual oak hookcase, square
oak center table with giant and claw feet, old oik
curved glass china cabinet, square china*
cabinet,3 piece loveseatset,two WOrockers,old
wind up Victrola, old glass, dishes, lots more.
This is nice clean merchandise,don't miss it.

Call this number after 5:00 to assure
prompt service next day, 753-3685 and night appointments.

Auctioneer
James E. Travis No. 278

Make Money By Saving!
1. How can you make money?
Ans. You can make money by gathering up all those unwanted and unneeded items that are
gathering dust in your basement, attic and garage and putting them up for sale.

2. How cay you save money?
Ans. You can save money by taking advantage of the.gigantic classified ad sale that the classified
ad department of the Ledger & Times is having during the month of March to sell all those items
you have gathered together.

3. How good a business person are you?
Ans. You can prove that you are good in business by running your business advertising on the
Classified Pages of the Ledger & Times during the month of March. Every fourth day your classified'
ad will run FREE regardless of size. This means that you save the entire cost of your ad every fourth
day. Prices remain the same as usual and you receive all the usual discounts. If you are a regular
customer of the classified section and your advertising is already scheduled for March you will
automatically receive the benefits from this sale.

4. What are the details of this sale?
Ans. The sale is open to everyone;

The Sale is open to everyone, for every
section on the classified page, small
reader ads or classified display ads as long
as they meet the following requirements:
Ads must run three consecutive days.
fr No changes will be made in copy.
Paid days will run first.
No rebate will be given if ad is cancelled before expiration.
All standard rates on classified display and classified ads
will remain in effect.

No. Days
Paid
3
6
9

No. Days
Free
1
2
3

Total
Days Run
4
8
12

5. What do you gain from this sale?
Ans. YOU SAVE MONEY. There is no way you can lose if you sell the item you advertise. You save
money on your business advertising and gain the advantage of advertising in the most well read
section of the newspaper. The aivovint of money you can save is determined only by the amount
of advertising you decide to do.

TAKE ADVANTADE OF THIS SALE AND SAVE:
- tan752-19,6or75311/771wpiaaryout
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Vaudeville

Deaths and Funerals

• • s (Continued From Page 1)
Leesha Hazel, a Com753-2288.
and a "second banana" are rebirth Thursday, Friday, and
Mary and Larry Bartlett are munity Theatre regular,
Along the characters who Saturday evenings. Hors
CO,
ChairMe2 for .the _ event appears in a Mae West-Sophie
id
recreate'"those wonderful "
scri
"`""
ed r
ron
7
61
0
7
"
m."
m "; , which those involved, call Tucker role. She "bumps"
untii
Vadev1lle—day1." Sets and
across the stage on her way
"a labor of love."
••
way
'fir
WWI r1
"The
result,"
lechnital
authenticity of the art that hospitality room.
Infirmary." And you'll want
advisor
Gary
Brockway
said,
Beginning at 7., a gourmet
gave 'the world Jimmy
to "come up and see her" in
Meal will be served. The "will be well worth the hard "My Little Chickadee."
and
Jolson,
Durante,
Al
Mrs. Pearl Ter% of BardWilliam H. Brummett of
work."
theatre's food committee have
well Route One, mother of Benton, stepfather of the Rev Groucho Marx.
Rev. Johnny Wayne Terry, Charles L. Yancy of Camden. -It's fun and different," given their recipes to the chef
choreographer Trine Nicks for preparation according to
The funeral for the Rev.
Virgil Paschall of *Hazel pastor of the East Wood Tn., formerly of Kirksey„died
directions.
The
said.
"Working on the show their
Church,
died
Baptist
Murray,
Willie Johnson will be held Route One died suddenly this
Tuesday of an apparent heart
theatrical
performance begins
has
been
a
joy."
•
Thursday 4 two p.m. at the morning of an apparent heart Friday at the Western Baptist attack at Lourdes Hospital,
Two weeks of rehearsal at 8.
chapel of the J. H. Churchill... attack at his home on Hazel Hospital, Paducah. She was 78 Paducah.
Ticket for the entire birhave
gone into the perfection
Funeral Home lefth-The Rev. Route One. He was63 years of years of age.
He was63 years of age and a
thday celebration are $9.50. Of
of
skits
such
as
"Who's
survived
deceased
by
On
is
The
James Tharp and the Rev. ags and a farmer.
native of Carlisle County.
'.11411910.:
which $5.00 is considered a
Steven Cobb officiating. Music
Mr.-Paschall was a member - three sons, Rev. Terry.of - He is survived* his wife, FirSt1" Made _famous by the tax' deductable' donation.BIG to%
will be by Tilghman Barrow, of the North 'Fork Baptist Murray, G. H. Terry, Mrs. Marie Yancy Brudimett; team of Abbott and Costello.
Reservation deadlines for the
Genii Jackson, and Maurita Church where he served as Arlington Route, Two, and. one daughter, Mrs. Jane B Shadows of Fanny Brice and production have extended.
Livers of the Flint Baptist chairman of the deacons and Hazle Terry, Birmingham, Shook, Syrnsonia; one son, Spike Jones are evident in the
Those wanting to attend the
Church at Almo Heights -as song leader. Born Sept. 17; Ala.; four daughters, Mrs. Sgt. W. H. Brummett, Jr., song "My Man" and "You
Friday and Saturday evening
where he served as pastor for 1914, in Henry County, Tn., he Beth Bishop, Rolla, Mo., Mrs. Grand Fork, N. D.; two Always Hurt The One You
to4
show
now have until two days
Love."
Odelle
Sims,
Route
Bardwell
many years.
stepsons, the Rev. Yancy,
was the son of the late Elmer
befor
performance
date
to
call
"Make 'ern laugh" is the
One, Mrs. T. C. Edwards, Camden, Tn., and William
R.
Active pallbearers will be Paschall and Iva Kuykendall
rillVai=331215r1 0. ."•44 BIG iTa+
Bardwell Route Four, and Yancy, Riverkwood, Ill.; five show's goal, as attorney in their reservations. Friday
Paschall.
.
.
deacons of the Flint '13Iptbit -night
reservations
May
be
,
"!z 0
•oHe is survived by his wife, Mrs. NaticY Poble, Central grandchildren; six step "Uncle" Bill Phillips claims, called in as. lite. as this' ;it WPM X, **
Church
and
honorary
-we were so poor, I was made
City; one step daughter, Mrs. grindchildren.
Mrs.
Phillips
Carlie
Bee
pallbearers will be local
evening, and Saturday night
Virginia Weill, Milburn; two
The funeral is being held in Japan." The lines may be a
Baptist ministers. Burial will Paschall, Hazel Route One,to stepsons, Homer Terry,
reservation will be accepted
caqip
w"hi
T ivi
rn
bit
corny,
and
the
skits
a
bit
today at two p.m. at the chapel
follow- in the Calvary whom he was married on Dec.
through
Thursday evening.
)
predictable
but
Columbia..
City,
Ind.,
again,
then
and
Ni.108mhoil
Exposure
20
Any
of
On
the
Milner
24,
1934, and one brother,
Funeral Home,
Cemetery in Graves County:
ReservatiOns:nay be obtained
wasn't that Vaudeville?
Elwood Terry, East St. Louis, Bardwell, with the
DI VELMA)& PRINTED
Rev...
Friends may. call_ _at the Vernon Hugh Paschall,
by
calling the -theatre boxMurray
Holiday inn will be
tvrenty-two —grant- James Calhoun' and the Rev.
Puryear Tn.
Li T 0VE ROL t MR COUPON
funeral home.
office
at
759-1752,
between
the
the setting for Vaudeville's
The funeral will be held children; sixteen great Jerry Bell officiating. Burial
hours of 10:00 and 12:00 in the
The Rev. Johnson, age 70. Thursday at 2:36 p.m. at the grandchildren.
will be in
the Roselawn
4/
-IMA:1225:33112125n •10
morning and 1:00 and 3:00 in
services
Funeral
were
died Tuesday morning at chapel of
held
Cemetery.
the Blalockthe afternoon, as well as by :
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah. Coleman Funeral Home with Sunday at 2:30 p.m. at the
The family request that
calling the public library at
Stith Ths
He was a member of the the Rev. James Phelps of- Missionary Baptist Church in expressions of
synphany take
Carp=
Carlisle
and
was
Church
Baptist
County,
Wingo
where she the form of donations
1)
ficiating. Burial will follow in
Page
From
(Continued
to the
born June 20, 1907., to the.late the South Pleasant ,Grove was a member, with the Rev' Kentucky Heart Fund.
B-4 classification for the
Junes Tharp and the Rev: E.
Kr. and Mrs. Bowden John- Cemetery.
First the hearing;
street:
son.
Friends may call at the N. Crider officiating: copuniasione.rs are—expected
sE:GA TIVL
' •
Burialwas
in
05
the
church
SUDS
Prices Mutat& oflocarinterest at noon
A
to wait until the April meeting EDT, today, firniabed to the Ledger
He is survived by his 'wife, funeral home after six p.m. cemetery
(0/ P0v BIG {I%
EA•LARGMENT1
&
IMIT
with
I
the
today (Wednesday).
by First of Michigan, Corp., of
to make a dicision on whether Times
Mrs. Ruble Johnson, Wingo;
arrangements by the Milner
barmy,are no follows:
VMS
Murray
proposal
to
send
a
to
one daughter, Mrs. Larry
Funeral Home of Bardwell.
Heublein Inc
25% -11•4
Common Council; the council McDonald.
(Dortha) Stubblefield,
Corp.
44% um
William W. Ellison of 1614 (simple majority) has to vote; Ferule=Systems
15% +14 Murray: one'
SQL David*
LIFE UNDERWRITERS
Kimberly Clark.
43% +1,5
Miller Avenue, Murray,.died council orrlinance actions are Union
SlIdC(1MOVIC
Jackson, Wingo; three sisters,
Carbide-..:..,. ..,.....37% ---%
The Life Underwriters will
this morning at 3:45 in the achived in two steps, first andl W. R.Grace
Mrs. Edna Randall and Mrs. meet Thursday, March 2, at
24% +51
Texaco
25% +%
Cardiac Care Unit of the second reading.
Katherin Terry, Bardwell, twelve noon at the Holiday Inn
General Electric
44 -%
Murray-Calloway County
20 EXPOSURE SLIDES
"
and Mrs. Naomi Owens, with a special guest speaker
10% Ai
P•O 36 EXPOSURE
Department of Tran- Hardee'
Georgla...„..
PacifIc
23%
-IA
S Resulat•)4••nes
31•Fort
Hospital.
Paris, Tn.-; two ,brothers train the fif•rn
sportation's
12th Street fou(
..,.
VOLTIOIC6••••
34% me
—
Ch•erbey,
Randall-and J. IL Johnson, Overbey, and-Overbey.
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wafters
zot -%
Services -for Joe Brandon,
20+51
•
Milburn.
Jr., 2fi year old resident of is survived by one son, Jeffrey liming the thoroughfare from
34/
1
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Toledo, Ohio, will be held Ellison of Murray Route Sycamore' Street north to Wendy,
Utterback Road. When
Crossword Puzzler' Answer to Tuesday's Puzzle Thursday at 2:30 p.m. at the Eight, and two daughters.
Prices of stocks 04-1051 intend at
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20 A state.
hearing.
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Radio
hospital
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when
he started running and
51 Symbol for
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21 Cure
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the two men shot him in the was a retired electrician and
pin
23 Deposited
22 Descent
25 Concerned 53 Parent
5 Flat-fis
24 Lure
back." An investigation is' resided at Madisonville.
lcolloq
26 Blemishes
6 Skin
27 On the
into his death, He is survived by his wife
continuing
56 Article
27 Confirm
7 Guido'
ocean
Janette-Sirhont, Madisonville,
Toledo officials said.
58 Small rug
low no
28 River
29 Athletic
60 Worm
islands
8 Crimson
group
He is survived by his father, two sons, Charles (Chuck
61 French
30 Planet
9 Fabulous
31 Nahoor
Joe Brandon, LaGrange; his Simons of Murray and Dr
- article
king
33 Want
sheep
mother., Mrs. Betty Brandon, Gene M. Simons of Athens,
Printer's
62
Hypothetical
10
Flaccid
35
32 Killed
measure
Toledo, Ohio; his grand- Ga.; several grandchildren
force
Act
38
of
Face
34
64 King of
11 Babylonian 40 Conceited
watch
mother, Mrs. Nonie Brandon, The funeral will be held
Bashan
43 Venturesome
deity
36 Note of
Murray Route Four; one Friday at 2:30 p.m. at the
66,Proceed
17 Preposition 46 Metal
• Scale
sister, Miss Stacey Brandon, chapel of the Barnett-Strother
37 Seasoned
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39 Impelled
Almo; two aunts, Mrs. Bob Funeral Home, Madisonville,
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STORE
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December 16, 1951.
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45 Corded
CLOSED SUNDAY
ha
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William Brumfnett

Mother_Of Murray

Services Thursday

Virgil Paschall Is

FOr Rev. Johnson,,

Dead At Age Of 63, Minister Is Dead

Retired Minister

Funeral Thursday,

64.

Dies At Benton

• PHOTO
SPECIALS

PHOTO BONUS
COUPONS

4

50c OFF

ROLL

BIG 11+

12th Street.

x7COLORn
69c
nlargcmcnt
..o. 15051

Stock Market

William Ellison

Dies Here Today

Joe Brandon, Jr.,
Dies From Gunshot
Wounds In Toledo

Proccssing

•

BIG 4+

=-4.marmitiammar1

•99

Exposure
Film

Mr.Simons, Father

391,41

Murray Man Dies

MA AM
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a
57 Mohammedan
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59 Symbol for
tellurium
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Rites On Thursday
For Mrs. Cooper

Richey Family Will
Sing Here On Friday

The Richey Family will
present a gospel singing
49UUU program at the Deward
54
ill
Chapel's Pentecostal Church,
on Highway 94 East,
located
59 60
58
on Friday, March 3, at seven
65 •
p.m.
The public is invited to
69
URU
attend, a church spokesman
nc
said.

alUU

H 111RR
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aUU

ACPElegant
7 Diamond

• Tim-dean
Square

Stile
Practical Loy
Setting

•

•

•••
,•11,

Gents

Compare
this value!
Diamond
Cluster
Rings

Temple Hill lodge To
Hold Meeting Saturday

Your choice
Gents or Ladies

Popular Ky. Cluster

$129

Stylish Gents Design
_r

MICHELSON'S
CHARGE IT!
4
WAYS TO
.. PAY

A

r-

(I

CI(11'4'

-' Bel Air ShoppIng
Ky

44'
okiLdirsArIONS(Nt. RCA° TO SHOW MIMS

The funeral for Mrs.
Truman (Pauline Davis)
Cooper of Cahokia, Ill., will be
held Thursday at two p.m. at
the chapel of the Max Churchill Funeral Home with the
Rev. Buddy Morris of the
Maplewood Nazarene Church,
Cahokia, where she was a
member, officialting. Burial
will follow in the Elm Grove
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after six p.m.
tonight (Wednesday).
Mrs. Cooper, age 51, died
Sunday at 9:30 a.m. at the
Centerville Hospital, Centerville, Ill. Her death
followed an -extended illness.
She is survived by her
husband, Truman Cooper,
Cahokia, Ill.; her mother,
Mrs. Mary Martha Bland
Davis, Riley Court, Murray;
three sisters, Mrs. Dorothy
Davis, Paducah, Mrs. Mary
Walker and Mrs. Dwane
(Freda) Jones, Murray; two
brothers, Eildy Davis,
-Decatur, Ala., and David
Davis, Murray.

ALL
DIAMONDS
GUARANTEED
IN
„WRMNG

4

Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
Free and Accepted Mason will
meet Saturday, March 4, at
seven p.m. at the lodge hall.
Work will be in the, Fellow
Craft degree, according to
Larry Roberts, master of the.
lodge, who urges - all Fellow
Craft Masons to attend.
RECITAL CANCELED
A piano recital by Dr.
James ivItcKeever, assistant
professor of music at Murry
State UnIfetsiff;ithedtiled-on-'the serious it 8:15 pin.
Friday has been canCelled.%
•

CHUCK
ROAST 79c
WHOLE COUNTRY NAM
CRISCO
SHORTENING

... WILL WAKE YOUR DAY
PRICES GOOD MARCH 1
THROUGH MARCH 7,1978

LB

3 LB CAN

7

1ER

us

LB.

$169

FOLGER
NCOFFEE
1311.01 ADS. Pill.

Iw
x.,,
...BR
AN
T'M
ilk

EL LB.
TOO.CA
Dry. PROD.$
2
79

Flavor Kid Dupla

COOKIES

89'

IAA PLAIN OR SELF RISING

IVORY LIQUID 22 OL

801.

3/$1

ISA
CREAN OR WIRE KERNEL 1110Z.

FLOUR
iiiCKERS

irlif PIES

59c GOLDEN CORN
HUNTS SLICES OR HALVES
LB. BOX 49c
PEACHES
6 LBS.

1

4/$1
59c
919

LIPTON 48 CT.
69c TEA
BAGS
BONNET
61/201. 69c
elTHE SEA
OLEO
49c
—WATCH FOR OUR
FOLGERS 1 LB4AN
HANDBILL IN
COFFEE 30c OFF
— YOUR MAILBOX
FEB.6 - MAR.4

DETERGENT

BLUE

JIM ADAMS JIM ADAMS J1M ADAMS JIM ADAMS JIM ADAMS
JIM

JIM ADAM JIM ADAMS JIM ADAMS

